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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUl! 
I. INTRODUCTION 
'l'his Directive is based on the principles b,id down in the ProB!'amtne of 
Action of the European Communities on the Environment of 20 December 1973, 
OJ No Cll21 and in ·particular the principle of "preventing, reducing and, 
as far as possible, ~l,imj.na.ting pollution em nuisances" (Title I page 5). 
:At present the vast msjority of factories manufecturing tit~um dioxide 
(!i02 ) dtnnp their waste at sea or in estuaries, relying on the buffer effect 
of the sea to neutralize the acid part of the waste and on the oapa.city of 
the oxygen present to convert the ferrous sulphate to ferric sulphate, the 
other WEtste (various oxides of heevy metals) sinking nature1lly to the sea. 
bed. 
At the same time, it must be reelized that the demand for titanium dioxide 
on the European market is increasing and that the producers hope to double 
their capa.city in ten years, either by extending existing factories or by 
setting up new ones. 
The process generally used in Europe is the "sulphate process"*• To obtdn 
Ti02 from the commonest ores (ilmenite and sl~), these have to be t~eated 
with sulphuric acid. Obtaining one tonne of Ti02 involven 2.6 tonnes of 
waste, which consists mainly of sulphuric acid and iron sulphate. Assuming 
that authorization were given for dumping at sea, and also assuming that 
production were doubled, marine pollution from this waste would be almost 
bound to double in turn. 
A whole series of pollution control cmnpaigns have been conducted at the 
present dumping grounds; these campaigns he.ve been sponsored by national 
authorities or sometimes by the producers themselves. 
* Che.pter l of the technical report de<>ls in detail with this section. 
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It is clear f1-om an an2lysis of the results of these eontrols th::-.t waste 
from the Ti02 industry is potentially or rctu~'llY h·".rm:ful. These edverse 
effects on the mF.rine environment Pro due <:bove rll to ecidity, the presence 
of ferrous sulphate and probably other ~et?ls (heavy met~ls}. 
The effects in question cen trke the followine various forms, depending on 
the method Pnd place· of dumping: 
1. Reduced. OJcy"gen?.tion el"..d pH of the water 2.nd incre~:>sod concentr~tion of 
Fe and hea.vy.ruet~ls. 
2. a) Temporary short?ge of the zoopl~nkton biomess rJd inducement of effects 
leading to a deterioration of the morpholoe;icel structure of its 
components; 
b) ·repulsion tl!.nd dep?.rtUre of some species of· fish; 
c) reduction of the biomass, production and spec~fic diversity of benthic 
and/or neotobenthio biocenoses in the discb,r..rge "'.rer. In more severe 
cases, ~11 e~mal life may disappear. 
3. Ch~.nge in the colour, transparency and turbidity of the We-ter E~nd tempor1:1ry' 
reduction of photo:ynthesis, of phytopl~x.U~on ~nd in primery.prod~ction, 
perticul~rly in the case of surf~oe dumping. The se~bed becomes covered 
I 
·with iron oxides ~ with oxides of other metals wher~ the dumping is 
carried out in estuaries ~~d in sh~llow water. 
4• On the other hand, there is no evidence of any toxio ef.fects.on m?~ 
from the consumption of species of f'ish ce.ug:ht ·in the dumping rrea.s. 
It is therefore advisP.ble gr~du~lly to reduce the dumping et sea of this 
. w!'.ste over .t.. reasonE~ble end realistic period. Pe,rt 1 of the technical 
report contdns an inventory of the w~.ste from the production of Ti02• 
These wastes hc.ve been classified in four major c~tegories cdrresponding 
to the waste products dischFrged by fl"ctories at different stt:~.ges of 
production. 'l'heae ce,tegories ere : 
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i) insoluble metter rem?..ining @f'ter filtre.tiori. 
ii) 11 copper~.s" (ferrous sulphf"te) 
iii) strong ecids 
iv) wetk acids or weak liquors 
The report slso considered how and e.t what price this weste could be disposed 
• of by either conversion or recycling. It should be borne in mind thrt the 
processine cost velues dete beck to the end of 1S73 ~nd the beginning of 
1>14 cmd must be updated to tclce c:.ccount of changes in the economic situe-
tion. A study on this is beine crrried out : it is nevertheless true th?t 
the fic;ures e,iven in the report remain fully velid for the purpose of 
assessing the hieh cost of tre~tment in rel~.tion to production costs and 
to ~~low compe.rison of the Vi'l..rious solutions proposed. 
2. C0ll5ENTS ON S011E OF 'l'IlE AHTICLES AND ANNEXES 
The aim of this Directive is gradually to reduce and thefl to eli,minrte pollu-
tion of the see. by waste from the tite..niw.il dioxide industry. 
l) Several ste,ees C~.re envise-r;ed durine the tr~nsition period to allow industry 
to adapt from the present situation to one where thse is ~lmost tote~ 
elimination of dumpinf': at sea. 
During this period !;lxistinp; and nel! pll:lnts will be Pble to dump their 
waste ~>.t sec>, or in estuaries subject to prior ~:~uthori£a.tion (Arts .. 4 and 
5) "::.nd. a.n ecologicE~l control of the enviroment (Art. 7). 
~22-!.-!. Jenu~_!n~ -.l..Janur,!l-!2~ 
'Existin~ plants will have to be equipped with tre~tment facilities such 
that "the pbllution fl.fter tre?tment is not &Teater thc:l.n 70 fa of the tote.l 
untre?.ted pollution"(Art. 8 (3) ). These provisions correspond to a 30 ~~ 
reduction in pollution; the remaining 70 % can be dumped rt see or in 
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estuaries (Arts. 4 r.nd 5 and Art. 8). 
New plants will have to be equipped ·.-~i~h tre.atment facilities such that 
11the pollution a.:f'ter treatment is not ereater than 30 ;., of tl;.e totc1 
untreated pollution"(Art. 8-2). These requirements represent <.;. 70 /o 
reduction in poll~tion; the remainill3 30 /o can be dumpecl at sea or in 
eetUa.l'ies (Arts. 4. and 5 and Art. 8). 
This will mean that in the first instance the total pollution is con-
t?.ined and that thereafter it will begin to drop. 
• j ~ 
~t~ 3 : t -?:an~ 1981 - 1 Janu~ . l~~ 
Exist~ plc.nts will have to be equipped with treatment f~cilities 
such that "the pollution after treatment does not exceee .. 30 ~~ of the 
tot~l untree.ted pollution"(Art. 8-3 and Annex II). This corresponds 
to the situ~tion of new plants in Staee 2, where there is a 70 ~ reduction 
in pollution, the remeining 30 fo being clumped at sea or in estuaries 
(.Arts. 4 ~ 5 and Art. 8),~ 
The situation for ·the ~ plants is the same as in ~~e seco~ stage. 
'l'his will lee.d to a sienifioant reduction o~ .the total pollution. 
~ta~ ~.: .. ,fr?,m l .. ~~u~ 1982, ... ~!.:~ 
ExistiE:I> ttnd new plants will be required to treat their effluent in 
!Such a w~ that only 5 % of the tot~l u.ntre1?.ted pollution remains 
to be dumped at s~a or in estuaries (Arts~ 8/2~3 and 9-4). ·· ·. 
Total pollution will be reduoed_by 9.5 %. 
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2) There <:>..re therefore three aspects to this Directive, namely ; 
i) prior ~uthoriz~tion 
ii) ecologic3.l control of the environment 
iii) the meP..eures which ~e to be taken to "reduce and 
elimin?.te pollution and. nuisances". 
1. The choice of the dumping aren and the "ttP.ste cha.re.ctcrietics must be 
t:.'kcn into consideration end the inter&.ction bct't-reen them must be 
c~efully ex~mined. Thence dUMpine 2t sea can only be carried out 
under certe.in conditions (Art. 5) and storage on lend must meet cer-
tain requirements (Art. 6). 
2. During the period ill which dumpinc at sea is still being C;).rricd out, 
there must be an eoologic€1"1 control of the environment; mf'.rine envi-
ronment control c~mpaigns \dll therefore be necessary (Art. 7). 
Controls will cov~r e.cute toxicity, lc:.rval development and bioaccumu-
lBtion tests in the pelagic chdns. 
3. Firms in this sector will have to : 
;;.,) store on hnd. the insoluble mr.tter remeining after filtrf'tion7 
b) make certein reductions in the tot2,l pollution (either 30 ;~, 10 ::; 
or 95 ,·~) Article ·8 + Annex II). 
These reductions ere b?sed on .l!.~£f.£,Ctl:l...f.e?sible techniques. ~lith 
plants using ilmenite, for exrmple, <'· reduction of 30 7; l'10Uld mean 
thet the fcrz:ot~ sul@.ate he.d been treated, 70 ;~ th<-·t the m.r-22 
~lnh?.te .:mel the stronB e.cJd~ hro been treated, and 95 1-> that the 
ferrous sul£hde, strong a.c~ ::'.nd the bulle of the '~<leak acids had 
been treated. 
3) It should be pointed out thut the three c-.nd. six yeE~.r periods respectively 
should en2ble firms to mcke the necesSalJr 2djustments under realistic 
economic end technicu.l conditions. (Sec Part· I, pc:..r2.. 2 ~,c. 3. of tech-
nical document.) 
./. 
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In the c~,se of new plants, construction projects :will be able to take 
~ccount of these requirements (ferrous sulphate and strone ~cids). 
In the case of existillB plants, treatment of ferrous sulph~:te (dehydr.~,.. 
tion + roasting or tipping on prepared ·spoil hef'-ps) C£'11 be c~·rried out 
during this three-year period. The proposed six-ye~r period sl1ould 
nllow 'these units a choice in the treatment of strong acids. The pro-
posed ten-yeC\.1' period for a 95 :·~ reduction seems to be re~sonable for 
perfecting the treatment of weak acids. 
Apart from the fact th~t this Directive will serve to elimin~.te almost 
all m~rine pollution from thic type of We$te, its ~pplic~tion will enoou-
r~ge waste recycling. 
3· LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Several ![ember Str:tos ha:ve etlready passed lr.l'lE on - r>mong other thiw.;s -
the disposal of \ta.ste from the titanium dioxide industry. 
The (Jerman Law of 7 June 1972 on waste disposal requires both loc:.U nutho-
rities and priv-e:te individuals to use spcoi<""l plants for the treatment 1 
stor2ge and disposcl of solid \vaote. 
Liket'liae the French Lnw of 1917 on industric,l establishments which l\re 
dangerous, insE-.nitery or ce.rr-J on noisy or noxious tr~des applies to tita-
nium dioxide nicnufacturers by virtue of the f:.:ct that they process minerel 
ores using, t.mong other things, sulphuric :'.Cid which oen cause ruiverse 
chE~.nges in W.?ter (of No 295 in the nom~nc1i'lture to this l~w). The Orders 
issued by the Prefet pursuc:nt to the abovementioned law E>.uthorizil.lg the 
setting-up of indust:ri~:~-1 establishments t.re subject to cond;i.tions \rhich 
gc>itern, e.mong other things, the dischr.r-go of effluent into wr-cter courses~ 
A new drc-tt lat.z m~.:es these conditions even stricter Rnd stipu1t".-tes that . 
any e.uthorizdion granted must tclte ~-ocount of the dangers or dr~_wbc-.oks 
which the industrial establishment in question may present .:-.s r~g?--rds n?.ture 
sud the environment e.ncl must lr>~ down instt'..ll~·tion and operating conditions 
concernine, in pa.rticulP.r, tho purific<1tion and disposal of effluent, w::.stes 
end residues. 
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In Italy, it is'the Fiehine Code (L~M 963 of 1965) which ~pplies to 
discharges c..t sea. 
In the other Eember Ste..tes, general la.ws on the protection of \'later, air 
' 
a.nd soil apply • 
The a.tte.ched propose,! for ~- dirootive br--.scd on Article 100 of the EEC 
Tredy therefore sets out to harmonize these l<Ms a.nd thus crec.to a 
coherent set of provisions which can apply in <"'~1 l1Iember St <>.tes. 
Under Article 100 of tho Treaty the Opinion of the European Pa.rlic.ment al'ld 
the Economic and Social Committee is required. 
ENV/47/75-E 
Annex 
P1"0 ·osr.l for a Council Directive on WP..ste from tho 
tit~um dioxide industry 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COhlruNITIES , 
H~ving regard to the Tre~;ty eetE:.blishine the Lluropea.n Economic Community, 
. .. 
and in psxtieul~r Article 100 thereof; 
Having regard to the propost\l from the Commission; 
H~ving regard to the Opinion of the Europern Pt>.rliamont; 
Having regard to tho Opinion of the Economic o.nd Socir1 Committee; 
Wherca.s waste from the titanium dioxide industry is liable to bo harmful 
to humc-.n health and to tho environment, including e.qua.tic flora and ff-'una.; 
whereas it is therefore appropri~;te gre.d.udly to roduce e..nd then to eliminl"':tG 
pollution o~:~,used by the dumpine at se~. of such wastes; 
\fhereas. the Programme of Action of the Europct.n Communities on the 
Environment (1) ~.dopted by the Council of' the European Comtlunities Elnd 
representatives of the Uember Stntes meeting in the Council, in the 
declaration of 22 November 1973, refers to the need to undertcltc Community 
action against certain types of toxic w~.sto and in pa.rliculnr l't:urte from 
the tite,nium dioxide industryz 
Whereas nationrl laws on waste from the titc.nium oxide industry vary from 
one Member State to anotheri whereas these dispro'ities 2.1'0 likely to 
constitute bctrriers to trrde within the Comruunity ~m will therefore have 
r~ direct effect on the functioning ot the Common U~.rkot i 
lihereas EEC Council Directive No (2) concerns waste disposal in 
general; whereas for pr:rticula.rly daneerous wr..ste it is ~dvisable to lD~ 
down e. special system offering every gu..."\l:'e.nteo that human health and. the 
environment is protected egdnst t~1e hi;'rmful effects caused. by the discharge, 
(1} at No C 112, 20 December 1~73 
(2) OJ 
.;. 
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dumpillg' or unaontrolled tipping of such lfc.stcsi lrherens this should be 
t!1e c0.sc uith u~s'!;o fl~om tho tit:'niur11 dio~·:i<lc incl.u.st:cy$ 
~1horeas, in order to att~n those objectives there sh()Uld be mn.chinecy 
for prior authoriz:c.tion of <111 disoha.rt:,-es of Haste from the mc.nufr.·.oture 
of tita..."'lium dioxicle into w~ter courses, lo.kos r..nd the sea, cncl for 
dur:ping at sea or storcee on or in the ground; whereas for inc:tustrial 
ost?.blishmcnts locc-tod in tlle territol"Y of (.i. Eomber Ste.tc, this 
C'.ttthorization nust be granted by the compe"'.;ent authority of this Stde; 
wherccs for ind.ustrid establishments locc-:ted in the territory of a. 
non-member Ste.te, the authorization must be issued by the conpetent 
e.uthority of the Hember Sttte in whose territory the waste is stored or 
deposited; 
1fuereas it is clso advisD.ble to malte tho issue of this authoriz~tion 
subject to spocifio conditions, not only for the d'W!lpins of wrste at sen 
or dischf.rge .thel"co:f' into ectunries but i.'..lso for storroge thereof on or 
in the soil; 
lihercns, to enou:re effective mcnitori~lg of the m<>rine environment, it is 
essential that t-tXY dischal·go ca.rriod. out in ~ m~.ritime cret. or ~n estuary 
be accompenied by a sy.stema.tic follow-up on the aeneral ecoloey of the 
environment i 
't-Jheree..s, in order to protect the seas surrounding the Community, it is 
essentid to la.w down levels tc which discharges of pollutants nust. be 
reduced; ;;hereC'..S these levels must be ro!!',ched in successive staees over 
e. mexinwm period of ten years from the elate of entry into fol'Ce of the 
Directive; ltheroas existing or now industri;:,l ostablishnwnts and new 
ca.p:>.cities added to existing industrial premises must use r'Jlti-pollution 
techniques in order to achieve these levols ldthin the required time-
limitsv 
.;. 
t 
HAS ADOPrED THIS Dir~C'l'IVE 
Article l 
1. The a.im of this Directive io the grnd.nal reduction anc1. the elimine.tion 
from tho seo. of pollution caused by waste from the titanium dioxide 
industr;y. 
2. For the purposes of this Directive : 
(a.) "waste" means atV residue from the tit~.nium dioxide menufe.cturine 
proccssi 
(b) "disposr.l" means the romovd, transpo::-t ~.tion, t rea.tmont, recycling 
or recovery of wastos, the storc.co ~d depositinG thereof on or in 
the soil &'.d/or the c:ischar~ thereof into wctor courses., lekcs 
l"ne. the SCG'.t end dumping c.ot scr: 
(c) "existing industrial est:tblishments" :1e::-ns those industrial 
esta.blish11ents whic!t h~ve rerohed. tl::..cir full production capE>.city 
before the dtto of entry into force of this Directi-ve; 
(d) "new ind.ust:;."ic1 esta.blis~unonts" means those industrial cstr:>l>lishments, 
which ~re in the course of beine sot up ::nd which hevo not ron.ched. 
t~1eir full production cspt.city ct the dc;to on \'lhich thiz Dil"cctive 
entered into force, together with ~11 ind.ustrie:.l oota'blishments 
which :-.ro sot up CJ.fter this d.._te. 
•I • 
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Article 2 
.... . ' .. 
r:ember Strtes shrll tol;c the necessery measures to ensure tli.rt the 'ti'aate 
is disposed of : 
- uith0ut ·endangering h~an healt!l; 
- uithout rial~ of cont.mnination to water, dr or the soil or to the flor.:1 . 
ro1d fauno.; 
- without ndverscly ::>.ffecting bee~uty spots a.nC. the countryside. 
Article 3 
I.!ember St~es shr.ll take the necessary nc::.suren to promote the treatment, 
recycling and rcco~ ·e:cy of wastes. 
\ +: 
The dieoha:-ge of waste into wr.ter coursof.f·, lzokeS rm the l:!e:!-1 dumping at 
•' 
sea or stort..u~ on or in the G,"l''und sht-.11 bo subject to a prior authorization 
issuedby the competent c.uthority of.'th.e Str,te in whose territory the 
ir.c.lustrir:1 est0blichmcnt is locv_ted • 
.As ree<:~.rds waste from industrial estc.blishments locnted in the territory 
of a non-oomber State, this r~thoriz~tion shell be issued by the competent 
c-.uthority in the Hcmber State in \'1hose territory these Wf!stes are stored 
or deposited. 
Ar:t;iclo 5 
1. In the ca.se of d'Ufllping at Ser'.. or dischr'..!'ge into estue..ries, the competent 
authority shall, on the basis of the informrtion suppliei in 1;\.ccord.ance 
with Annex 1, grant the authorization referred to in Article 4 on coh-
di t ion that : 
(a) there is no adverse effect on boating, fishing, leisure activities, 
ore extraction, desalination, fish and shellfish breeding, on regions 
of specir-.1 scientific VC'lluo t>.nd on other legitimate mtes of tho sea; 
I 
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(b) no other me~ of'destruction or disposal existt~. 
2. Irrespective of the method by which and the extent to which the effluent 
in question is treated, authorizr.tion shell not be granted if the level 
of dilution is inadcqu~;te to ensure thnt the pH of the receiving ·water, 
boyond. the o.ctu.al discharge point t does not exceed the pH ve.lue e:t which 
acute toxicity is caused. 
Article 6 
In the case of storage on or in the soil, the authorize:tion referred to in 
Article 4 shell, irrespective of the method and extent of treatment of the 
effluent in question, be subject to the follouing conditions : 
(a.) dischar~ into undereround strata is prohibited; 
(b) insoluble subst~nccs remaining ~fter filtre:tion ah~ll be stored on land 
in conditions such the:t they do not roversely affect the ground water; 
(c) ''ferrous sulphate trea.tc.1e;nt products, strong and we~l.: acids ~.nd waste· 
other than the insoluble substances ren-c.ining after filtre:tion mr3 1 if 
they v.rc not subsequently used, be stored. on lr.nd pro\rided they do not 
. adversely affect the grol,Uld water. 
1. Irrespective of the method e..ncl extent of tre<;';l;ment of the effluent which 
is to be disch".rt;ed1 I:'ZlY discharge into a m<:,ritimo area or into an 
estuary shell be accompanied by a systanatic follow-up on the general 
ecology of the environment. 
2. This follow-up sha-ll include in partiouln.r : 
(a) an eoologicc.l inv~ntory .of the current sts.te of tho area affected 
by the rel~.see~ This requiremont shall be fulfilled when new 
industrial establishments are set up or when oapaoity is ~ncreased 
in existing industrial establishments; 
.;. 
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(b) sa.mpline species. of Lllolluscs, crust:",ceans, fish ~.nd plankton 
orc;a.nisms. 
This sam!?ling shall be c.:-.rried out reaularly by a body r.ppointed by the 
!~ember st~te in uhose ter~·itory the industrial esta.blishment is located. 
In the C?.se of cross-frontier pollutio111 the bod;y in question shall be 
appointed bjn tho Commission. 
3. Apr.,rt from the monitorine of ch~ngea in the mt=>-rine environment, tests for 
etcute toxicity sh2ll be cr.rriod out ::c .. egu.lr-: ly on species of molluoc, 
crustc..ce':'.n, fish E'J.'l.d :;:>lal".lrtcn which m~e commonly found in the release 
:?..re~ Over e. pe~:ioC: of 36 hours, Pncl £>:t m1 effluent dilution of l/50001 
these tecta shr11 not, for 80 /:> of the spcoics testoc1, eive rise to 
mort;:tlity. The .. ~esta sl1r.ll be supplemented. by tests on l~rvn.l davelop-
mcmt, which shdl on such r.>.S to ensure tottl SUl'vival of tho la.vt.c a:f'tar 
24 hours at Nl effluent. eilution of 1/5000. 
4. m.".en these chcc::s h?..vc beon completod, cUsch .rgo oper~;tions shdl be 
suspane.Gd if : 
(r.) 2.n c~:a1nin<>tion of tho c:eaor.l ecoloGY of the ~rc::' l'eYeC'ls c-, mr·r~;:ed 
d.oter:brttion of th~;'.; ccoloc.r~ 
(b) tests for toxicity inducec by tho z.>,ccwnu.l"'tion of mete.ls in food 
chains ini"Li•::ato 011 DCCUlll"c1.l<:"tion he:z:,rtlous to hu:-.1~11 he~lth; 
(c) the :results cf the tests for :~,cute toxicity are et vc.rirncc 11ith the 
V:',lucs sot out ~bove. 
1. r:ember States shrll tr.ke the necessary mersu:res to ensure that existing 
and. net·: industrid est ;:blish::1ents r>rc equipped with effluent tre::;.tment 
plcnt. 
2. Ls from l JMuc..ry 1978 tho totnl pollution af'ter treatment from new 
inclust:rir.l esto.~lish!"lcnts sh~,n bo loso th<'n 30 ;; of the total untreated 
pollution, :md '-"'S frorl 1 Jc.num:-y 1585 it ohe11 be less thc-.n 5 ~~. 
.;. 
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3, As from l J:lllutry 1~78, tot:::l pollution e..ftcr trcr.tment from existing 
industrial establishments shall be less than 70 .. ~ of the totd untre~ted 
pollutioni c.s from 1 Janun.ry 1~31, it slulll bo less th::>.n 30 ~; and a.o 
from 1 J~.p.uc.ry 1985 it ahr.ll b<:; less tha.n 5 ~;. 
4. This total untrented ::;x>llution shell, in a.ooord:J.no.c with Annoj~ Il, be 
defined by pollution odegory· P'nd by the type of ore used. 
E:-:istincr ind.uetrii-.l esta.blis,hmonts which incrcl:'Se their production Cl.".pa.city 
after tho dc.te of entcy into force of this Directive sh~l be required 
either to : 
(a) comply with the r~q~:.:·ements of Article 8(2) as to the propo1-tion 
oorrespondin5 to the increase in pro~uotion, and ~f ~rticle 8(3) as 
to the pro::;>ortion corresponding to tho fom.er production, on tho dates 
on which ce'..ch of these rcquiremcntE entors into forcci 
or to : 
(b) apply goner.: l trc~.tme.nt in both cxistinc c.nd no\'; est~-b::..ishcwnta f:lO that 
the totnl pollution after trcn.tl"le:i.lt dooo not exceed the sum of the 
d;·~i£ .. liJt:_}O. 
l~emb(lr States m~ adopt stricter regul~tions l'lithout preju.dicc to tho p1·o-
visions of this Directive. 
Article ll ._.... __..........,. 
Annexes I and II sh~ll form an intctiX't:-1 pert of this Directive. 
Article 12 
-
l!omber States shall put into force the measures needed in o~or to comply 
with this Directive tdthin a c::-.ximum period of eighteen months of its noti-
fication .and shE-,11 forthwith inform the Co:mnicsion thereof. 
1-lel!lb~r Strtes shall ensure tho.t the texts of tho provisions of n~tiona.l 
law which they ~.dopt in the :f'iold covered by this Dir-ective arc .communi-
cated to the Commission. 
Article 13 
---
This Directive is ~ddrcssed to the I:cmbcr States. 
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ANNEX 1 
Pro'.,isions GOVerning tho dun:pin~ of w~stc <:~t sec-. fl1d dischargin~ into 
estu:-.rios. 
(c:.) Qu~ti'ty :.::nd. compositioni 
(b) Quantity of substc.:ncos and Iu::-tcrial~ which c:.ra to be du.111peo. or dischar-
ged d?J.ly ( \'Teokl~r, mont ly) ; 
(c) For.n in wl:ich the w<:>.sto is to be d'\.U';'\pod or dischr.rgcd, i.e., solid, 
semi-solid, liquid; 
(d) PhyBiccl properties (in ps.rticulr.:.r solubility ~nd density), char'lical 
properties, biochemical properties (o:::ygcn demand, nutritioncl. vr1.ue) 
and biological properties (presence of viruses, bGcteria, yo~st, pF"rCt,-
sitos, etc.); 
(e) Toxicity~ 
(f) Persistency; 
(g) Accurnulr.tion in the biological :o1r:ttcr or sodimcll.t 1 
(h) Cher:tical c.nd. phyaior·.l chc-ngcs occurring in thCil Na.ste £,fter discharge, in 
purticulr.r the form::-:tion of ne\V' compou.nd.s; 
(i) Probr-bility of any changes l·;hich would d.ccrc':'.se the mnrketinr.; potential 
of nature resources (fish, molluscs, etc.). 
2. Chr..r~e.ti!:ticfL__o_f_j;)~-~:u.!~~2!. ~-c]::;..:_~_!L_e_~.£.214...lll~:IJ.l2.AE:1 • ..£E2.loycd 
(~) Gcogr.:,phice..l situ::-tion, dc:9th of Hater ~.nd diste.nce from the cor,st; 
(b) Location in relation to liv:ing cro~turos in the adult or C,TOt·rine; stc:.ge; 
(c) Loor-.tion in rolc-.tion to amenity c.rcn.o; 
(d) vlhore appl'oprirte, DHY~hod.s of p:..ck.:.gina-~ 
(c) Initial dilution levol :~chieve:d by the proposed discharge method; 
(f) Dispersion, hori~onta.l displacement rnd verticnl mixing che..racteristics; 
C;) Existence and. effects of current e..n.d. previous disch:::1.rgi~ ancl dumping in 
tho arc~ (including ~ccumulation effects). 
* Hithin the :rner.ning o:: the London Convention on the dUl.."'lpinr.; of WNlte r.t sec .. 
' 
' 
o I • 
-' 
Category I 
PQllution 
Category 21 
Pollution I 
SO Ions 4 (acid) 
* Iron cations 
Total 1=1 
Other metal 
cations 
ANNEX 2 
Untree>:ted waste from the sulphate process 
( calcul;·.ted per tonne of Ti02 r.1anufa.ctured s.nd · 
expressed in kilogr<:'lDiiles) 
Norwegiz-.n l~ustrali~;.ll Canadio.n 
Ilmenites Ilmeniteo Sl3.g 
4,250 3,170 2,830 
+ + + 
920 680 170 
5,200 3,850 3,000 
110 100 200 
* Allowing for additions during m~ufacture. 
I 
i 
::JNV I 41li5-E 
:""nric~ed 
Ore 
,,330 
+ ·. 
55 
# 2,400 
--
-
.,;_-
~.20 
A N If E X 2 (continued) 
Untrodcd vl,..._stc from the sulph~.tc lJrooess 
( calcule>.tcd per tonne of Ti02 rac-r..uf~ctured and 
expressed in kilogrcitlW.os) 
----~------.---·- __ .._, --- ---- -.-.~ .. ---- ....... -,._ --" ·-----
ENV/47/15-E. 
l ---~--r-----.~--------- .. ,--.---·- -~-- ·--~.- ·-------- ------------. ·-- --- .... ··-- -- -- ------------
C 1 . :.:1(~ · 1-T<:.tm--ul Rutile Synthetic Rutile I h or~ne uoo i:..ustralic..n Ilmenitcs 
1,360 1,860 2,500 
t 
I Category I 
- I--------·-·-····--·-··--···-- ··--·---··-----··-········· 
Cl Ions (~cidity) 1 70 55 970 t:> 680 
Pollution + ··- + 
IroJ2) 1 25 4)0 
Total // 70 80 II 1,3>0 
r·----:- __ ......... _______ . ___ - -- _ _....._ --·---- -- .... _ ·-- ......... _ ... ____ - .. ····-·-··--- -·-------1 
1 C0tc;:;o:ry 2 Other metn.l 
Pollution c~tions 
J 
16 25 35 
........ ---~------ ---- _____ .._ __ .,.,_ ---- ..,_ ... ,.._ ... s. so- •-·-- .- .... ,.., • _ _..- .. ""' ,,. . ..- _... .... ~- • • ,._ • .._ • _...._-- ~•• • _ .. - .,._" ~ • ~ •• 
.... --··-- --··-----· 
(1) Values inserted here for record only. 
(2) !llo\·Iing for Bdditicno c.1.uring m:muf?.cturc. 
r· 
J .. nnex 2 
--~• F 
The pollution categories affected by the reductions required under fi~iclcs 
8 and 9 ere as follows . : 
Categor,y 1 : pollution b,y direct toxicity 
- so4 ions, acidity (sulphuric ~.cid process) 
- CL ions ~cidity (chlorine process) 
- Fe cations (both processes) 
Categor,y 2 : pollution by indirect toxicity 
- cations of metals other th~:~..n iron (Ti, Cr, V, Ni, etc.) 
(both processes). 
t/ 
I 
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The modern world needs a number of manufactured products in order to 
provide ever.y citizen with a certain standard and quality of life. 
The way in ~1hich these vn.rious products are obtained at the industrial 
level can be summarized by the following equation: 
- RaM material + materials used for processing + ener€3 
• product + waste (solid, liquid or gaseous). 
One thing is therefore obvious: everything that is put in a·t the beginning 
is still there at the end. 
In the case of certain industries, the greater part of the original 
materials is processed and little waste appears in the production chain 
(the petrochemical industr,y, for instance). In other industries, however, 
the raw material is relatively poor in basic constituents of the finished 
product, -and the amount of material contribut~ f9r the processing of the 
rall material is considerable. 
This is true of the titanium-oxide-producing industr,y. One tonne of 
Ti~ involves about 2·.6 t of waste in the most widely used process, 
not counting the consump~~an of water. 
ENV/47,i5-E 
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CHAPTER 1 - '!HE PROPBRTiliS AND USBS OF Ti02 
• • 1 .. ~ 
Titanium dioxide is at present regarded as the best white pigment. 
The main properties which help to give it this superiority are examined 
below. 
It should be noted that. the -two commercial forms of this pigment, "anatase" 
and "rutile", correspond to tw.o crystalline forms of titanium dioxide. 
The same names are used to designate the similar crystalline forms lihich 
are to be found in nature \fi tb a lower ~egr.ee of puri t7 •. 
The essential quality of a pi£ment is its opacity, that is, its power 
of r~fleotion when dispersed in a medium. 
Tl'tis ·light-retleoti.ng power is due to the reflection of light at the:· 
crystal-medium interfaces. ._This power will depend. on the refractive. 
I 
index of the crystal and, for a given pigment concentration, on the 
number of crystal facets. '• 
The former value . is inherent in the _crya~, while the ~atter is improved· 
by veey emall ceystal sizes, · which· must however l?e greater· than- &· minimuiD 
size connected with the wavelength of· the li&b~ to be reflected. 
Titanium dioxide 
- which has the highest refractive index of all traditional pigments 
(average index of s,ynthetio rutile for a wavelength of 450 nm t 2.921); 
- of which ocystals of optimwn size (0.05 - 1.5 f) can be produced 
~thetioally; 
- which has ve7,r good transparency in the visible range 
is therefore a very effective pigment. 
-'4- M/47/75-E 
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Rutile and anatase differ by their behaviour in the ultra-violet range. 
This behaviour produces differences in the light-fastness of the paints 
in which they are used. 
Lastly it should be noted that coatings of metal oxide make it possible 
to improve the wettability and dispersibility of the pigments and thus 
to enh~ce the quality of the dispersions. 
The fundamental characteristics of rutile and anatase crystals have been 
noted. These properties have led to very l-:idespread use of titanium 
dioxide in many fields. 
Major categories l'IOrthy of mention a.re: 
- paints and varnishes 
- papEn~-~ 
- pla.s; :7.·JS 
- irJ~8 
- synth8tio fibres 
- miscellar.enus, including cosmetics 
and pharmaceutical products 
(1) 
50}~ 
20/S 
lof, 
(fl 4.5,~ 
4% 
2.5'/v 
2.5% 
1.2% 
ConsUmption of this pigment, owing to its field of application, ~ be 
regarded as an index of a COWltry's degree Of industrial development. 
With regard to the distribution of its application by sectors, this may 
vary from country to country, but it should in any case be noted that 
paints and varnish·as represent more than hc.lf of total oonSU!llption, l'lhile 
the other sectors represent proportions ranging from 3 to 151:: of the total. 
In all these applications, titanium dioxide is a suspension in the various 
media. 
(1) The distribution of uses sho'm corresponds to the situation in the 
United States. This distribution is taken from the study 
EPA-230/l-73-Ql5 dating from 1973. 
. ~ .--
. ' 
,.5 ... 
3) Eoonooio situation 
... ..,, ......... - -·- --
It is obvious that the fUture of titanium' dioxide is· 'bound up with the 
development of its traditional fields of a.pplior.tion. · '!he effects of . 
competi t~on. from similar products a.re slight in these fields. 
. ~ . . '' 
The average annual growth in world consumption of titanium dioxide l'la.B 
estimated in 1974 at about 5%· This rate may, hol<Tever, b~ expected to 
increase in the n~t few yearse 
By the end ot 1974 this substantial demand had led to a. rise in prices, 
which we~e around· 595 units o~· account (U~A.) per tonne of anatase and 
720 U.A. per tonne of rutile (mid-December 1974 pri'oes per consignment. 
of 20 tonnes). 
The ~rices of Japanese products are the higilest, follorted by !Uropean pr~ces, 
except for those in France and Great Britain, which l-1ere subject to taxation 
as from lst July 1974. Lastly, American prices appear to be lower. 
' Countries USA BELGim~ FRANCE FED. REP. NEmER- ITALY o.:a. 
of GERMANY LA! IDS ' 
. Prices not UA/kg UAjkg UA/kg UA/k8 UA/kg UA/kg . UA/kg. including tax 
20 t consi~nments 
July 1974 Anatase 0.458 0.570 0.333 0.432 .' ·o.561 0.505 0.38o 
Ru.tile 0.500 ·o;G76 0.580 0.674 0.671 0.713. 0.424 
.. 
The July ·1974 prices in UA./ki ars based. on. quotations on 16th July 1~4, aiSWDi%3(; 
1 
that one UA .• 50 Belgian francs, . as given by "European Chemical . News" 1 Vol. 25 
No. 642. 
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The method ,jf manufacturing titanium dioxide pigments consists of preparing 
a titan.i.1J::l rJi.')xide of very high purity from an ore which already contains 
it, but m.i...ced uith other elements. 
There is no industrial process for the preparation of titanium dioxide 
which enables it to be extracted selectively. 
Actually -thP. only two existing industrial processes consist of an attack 
on the 1,r:w-:t ~ of the ore followed by selective operations to extract the 
titanium cutr·:)C1und. A final stage enables the titanium dioxide to be 
obtained .L··.)ill the intermediate compound. 
- These tl'tO methods are the so-called 11 sul@ate" and "chlorine" processes. 
In the case of the sulphate process the whole of the ore is attacked by 
sulphuric ao1d7 and then titanium hydroxide is selectively precipitated. 
Finally tit~1ium dioxide is obtained by calcination of the hydroxide. 
In the c~.M of the chlorine process the whole of the ore is chlorinated 
and the f.H;:.,lium tetrachloride formed is first of all separated from the 
other chlorlries by mechanical means and then distilled. Finally the 
titanium dioxide is obtained by oxidation of the ti ta.nium tetrachloride. 
(The chlorbe process is generally used only with ores which are rich 
in titan:i.,JJL; :nttile). Only one firm has succeeded in applying this 
process "t-:> poorer ores (ilmenite).) 
. ~ 
; 
'''" .-~ !' 
' 
- 1 .-
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All titanium dioxide is prepared from natural ore. The titanium is 
contained in the ·ietter ma.inly in 'the form of iron titanate in the 
case of the more ordinary ores (ilmenite) and already in the form of 
crystallised Ti02 (rutile form) in the richer ores. 
While reserves of ore of' the rutile type are 11!1&11 and becoming exhausted, 
reserves of ordinary ores such a.s ilmenite are extremely large. In 
particular, there are enormous deposits of them in Canada and Nort·TEI\Y• 
As a whole, ore availability Should not create ~ problems during 
the next 75 yea.rs. However, a very great reaearah and ·developmmt 
effort is at present being made for the preparation of an ore very 
rich in Ti02 (synthetic rutile) from the ilmenite-type ore, in view 
ot the environmental problems oreated by ores of the ilmenite type. 
• 
SECTION I. GENERAL 
... --
... e.- FJ.N/47 /75-E 
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CHAPTER IV - liASTE FRort THE PRODUCTION OF Ti02 
In this chapter, two categories of 11~1asten will be discussed: 
a) the waste :9roducts inherent in the process, resulting from the 
carryin& out of the production process, that is, from the various 
separations taking place in the process itself before ~ trea~ent; 
b) th~ fin':_l uaste products, which are obtained after elimination or 
treatment of the process Haste products. These final waste products. 
may be identical to the process ~~aste products if the factory does 
not carry out any elimination or treatment. But, bz..c!.E!!,inition, 
~~e.l~.mipation or tre9rtment. of process ,t'la;s.te :taroqucts" is regarded 
as embre.oing any intervention uhich leads to a. change in their 
characteristics~ ~ihioh can ranee from mere dilution in order to 
reduce their concentration to very elaborate operations which 
radically change the nature of the t'laste. 
Before GOing into this question of waste products in more detail, it 
is interestin~; to note that the production of the 11Ti02" pigment industry 
is very simple to define1 beoa.l.'l.se it consists of high·~puri ty titanium 
dioxide. In all evaluations, the particular add,i tives uhich enable 
the performance of the pigments to be improved, and also the residual 
quantities of impurities, vrhich are extremely smel.lt uill be disregarded~ 
As production consists only of titanium dioxide, all raw materials 
other than titanium dioxide will of necessity be discarded at one of 
the stages of the process. Moreover, as production of titanium dioxide 
is carried out with a certain yield, there will also be some titanium 
dioxide in the waste products. 
That is why, in Section II, for the sul~1ate process, four cases of 
production of Ti02 based on the followinG ores are considered: 
~· Norwegian ilmenite 
- Australian ilmenita 
- Canadian slag 
•. 9 - ENV/47/75-E 
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- ·Enriched ore (~tbetical) containing aboUt 8$ of '1'102 
(maximum possible for sulphate process). 
Similarly, ·ill Section III, for the chlorine process, three oases of 
production based·on the following ores are considered: 
- na. tiiral l'ltt il e 
- synthetic rutile 
- ilmenite (hypothetical) • 
.. . 
For each of these types of prOduction,· account ~11 be taken 
' . . ' 
- of the quantities of raw materials $mplo,redi 
- of the total weights of-waste products corresponding to these raw 
materials~ 
- of the main categories of waste products, stating their nature 
and quantity. 
tle shall· thUs see how the various original constituents are distributed 
. in the main process waste productso 
,, 
~· 
ore 
/ 
' 
./ , 
.. · 
H2S04 / 
,.// ,. / / II 100% /1 // / . I 
,. I 
Ri> /II 
. I / . 
·; /I 
I 
Iron I 
I Additives / 
il 8 RAVl 
PROCESS DIAGRAM 
PROCESS 
.. 
~aste 
products 
inherent in 
thG process 
PUOCI!SSING 
Product 
Treatmant of . 
Waste products 
Final 
waste 
products 
I 
I 
. '
Waste 
J 
I 
I 
products r 
PRODUCT AliD 
IUSTE PRODUCTS 
' \ 
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It should not be the purpose of the calculations presented in this 
chapter to ascertain the exact compositions of effluents. 
The reason why su~ a calculation has nevertheless been attempted 
is rather in order to achieve a coherent overall analysis baaed 
on well-defined h1POtheses. 
These hypotheses can be argued about and the calculations adjusted, 
but they do make possible, as far as the Jna:in waste products are 
oonoemed, a valid quantitative approach for the different types ot 
production and different faotor,r capaoities·representtng the main 
Four main oate~ries of waste products corresponding to possible 
' . 
poupings of tl:le waste products inherent in the prooese are oonsidereda 
- the tns~luble substances remaining after filtration 
' . (waste product 1) · · 
- the "oop_:peraa" (i.e. ferrous ~phate) compounds 
{waste ~oduct 2) 
- the "at~ acids"(waate pro4uot 3) 
- the "we~ aoi4s" (waste product 4) 
obtained atter the operations achemat:Loally shown in the followirlg 
illustration (Table 2). 
.. 
Table 2 
- 12 - FllV/47/75-E 
ILMENITE 
. nooculent 
agents 
· Iron 
~t:looculent 
agents 
0 
o-. 
(). 
p ATTACK 
DISSOLVING 
~( separation 
' I 
1>1 . RE'WCTION 
' 
ti 
I 
t CRYSTALLISATION 
Or~.! F-
VAP 
=> 
I A\ 
t 
{solid)& I t 
' 
- 1 ) 
I 
I 
c.~~~~~=)' 1 r r:::::::J (solid)~ J---------t.~~ . ~)-~ 
I , 
CONCENTRATION 
germs of 
'ri.Cl4 0 •••• HYDROLlSIS 
. HtJ04 0 I ~ n---~' :!\'lASHING- REIXJCTIONJ: :power of Zn °- , 
, .. 
VAP 
~ 
.j 
~: 
CALCINATION 
GAZ 1 
II :::!> li _____.i 
I 
! 
i [ ::_ ·~ 
FINISHING b j 
! 
a 
) 
) 
0 
(liquid)~  
I 
t 
f 
I 
t 
1 
t 
I 
I. 
l 
l 
~'b1e 3 .. 13 ... fJfr.J/:7/ 5· 
Cri€:~: F 
tlASTE PRODUCTS CORRIBPONDING 110 ORE A. NO:mimi.AN ILMENITE 
.. 
ORIGINAL ORE 
:NORWPXJIAN ILMENITE 
~ k'· 
.. (:). 
·-· 
fi02 44-45 1130.000 
F.eO 33-34 887 .soo·-I"' : .. ' ...... 
Fe0~3 12~13 312.500 
Si02 2.5-3.0 68. 7'00 
Zr02 - -
!1203 o.6-o.7 15.000 
P205 <. 0.03 0.700 
MllO 2-o.3 5.000 
Me;O 4·5-5·5 125.000 
0r2"3 o.crr 1.700 Waste products 
V205 0.15-().17 4.000 t: : ::: ::=t> 
CaO .0 •. 2..0.3 6.200 
. . . . 
wa2o - -
s (0.04 ( 1.000 
,_,_ ...... 
-.. -- ...... 1---·---
l!•l!•m· .G.t.ammes 
1'1 81··113 253.000 
Zn 57-93 187.000 
Cu 6 < -8.2 <. 18.000 
.. Cd . . ( 3-1~·9 . (.4.000 ... ,. 
.. . .. 
' . 
Pb,Be <1 (2.3 each 
Sb,Hg -<..1 (2.5 ea.ch !-' 
( 
.. 
.. . ' : 
Correapond.in{; wei01t of ore: 2,500 kg 
lf.B.: The total of the oo1umn does not correspond to 
2, 500 kg, as the weights of each constituent have 
average values related to different compositions of . 
ilm&nito. 
.. ..... , (" 
PROWCT 
'1'102: 1 tonne 
·. 
I FA~ WASTE P.ROrocm 
expressed as quantities 
of metal ~kg) ... , 
..... 
Ti 78.000 
Fe 755.000 
Si 32.000 
-Zr 
-
A1 4.000· 
p 0.142 
:re 3.870 
Mg 75.000 
Cr 0 .. 559. 
.v. . .. 1.060 
Ca 4.27; 
.. -..... 
._ _____ ..,._ 
in t,T811111lefJ 
s (1000 
lfi. 253,.@' 
zrt 187.000 ' 
Cu 18.000 
Cd 4·000 
Pb,:Be < 2.5 each 
Sb,Bg < 1·9 each 
• 
.. 
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gtWEqiAtr ~LMENITllf 
The quanti ties shown below relate to l tonne of fini~ed product and are 
based on the values in the preceding table. 
~1e pr9dugt l- Insolable,substa;ees 
81 kg (Si02t Ti02, Al2o3, MgO, Cr203, P205, 
MnO, V 2o5, OaO, Si, lli, In, cu, Od, 
Be, Sb, Hg) 
. + 81 kg 
162 kg 
H20 (assuming H2o • 50% of total weight) 
Ka£tte Rrodugt 2 - Comr.!! 
3, 372 kg 
+ 
+ 
460 kg 
23 kg 
3,C55 kg 
Haete Rroduct J - Strons agid 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
727 kg 
34kg 
41 kg 
1,482 kg 
5,127 kg 
7,411 kg 
Waste sgduet 4 .. ,Wepk a;:tid 
391 ltg 
+ 28 kg 
+ 22 kg 
+ 300kg 
+ 6,753 kg 
c, 0(\. kg 
various sulpbates, including 2, 941. kg 
Feso4, 7H20 
.... '1!-e() 
tree H2so4 
various sulpbates, including 585 kg of 
Feso4 
Ti02 in suspension 
Tio2 in solution 
H2so4 (exp. as 100%) concentration 2oft 
H20 
Various sulpha.tas, includirig 315 kg of 
Feso4 
Tio2 in suspension 
Ti02 in solution 
H2so4 (exp. as lOO'J~) concentration 10% 
HO 2 
... 
'J:able 4 -15-
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. AUSTRALIAN ILMEIITE 
'I> leg Yield a 
'1'102 55·4. 1130.000 
FeO 23.8 \ . ·485·450 
""" Fe2o3 16.9 344.800 
Si02 . 0.15 ).060 
Zr02 
-
.. 
-
A12°3 0.94 19.200 
P205 o.oa 1.650 
JrnO 0.7? 14.700 
JI&O 0.27 5·500, 
Cr203 0.14 2.850 
v2o, 0.17 3·500 
0.0 0.02 0.400 
Waste products 
' ! J :: I:~ 
lla20 
- -
XaO - -
s o.o1 0.200 
lli 
- -
Zn 
- -
cu. 
- -
Cd 
- -
Pb,:Be .. ' 
- -
' 
. . t . . 1i'' 
Sb,Hg 
- - I/ 
. 
Corresponding weight of ore: 21040 ka• 
lf •. B. t The total of the col 'WilD does not oorreapo!ld to; . 
. 2.040 kg1 .as the wei£ht• of each oonati'Went have .. avct~age values . related to 41tferent oomposi tiona of 
ilmenite. 
FJ.f'(/47hs-m 
Or~g.a F. 
: ~RO:WO'l' 
FATAL WASTE PROroCTS 
~pressed as quantities 
of Jll&tal (kg) 
'l'i 78.000 
.. ~'·-. . ~49a.ooo 
Si 1.400 
Zr 
-
·, 
Al 5.060 
, 0.330 
• ""'Mn 11.370 
!4s ).,300 
01' 0.940 
··v· '•·l- .. ·6;,92() 
Ca. 0.280 
s 0.200 
H':l. 
·-
Zn 
-
Ou 
-
Od ... 
·Pb :Be 
> ' 
... 
Nevertheless, the _complex information in this table makes 
it possible to aaaeaa the overall qualit7 and quantit7 of 
the waste products. · · 
•r. :') "'' 
.. 
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The quantities sho~~ below relate to 1 tonne of finished product end 
are based on the values ~1 the preceding table. 
!fas,te ;p;r:oduct 1 
+ 
Waste product 2-
-
+ 
+ 
Waste ;eroduct 3-
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
klaste .. ~reduct 4-
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
Insolub1,:3 substances 
20 kg 
20 kg 
- 40 kb 
Co~~ 
1 '768 kg 
241 kg 
12 k,:; 
2,021 kc; 
Stron~ ac,id 
637 k[; 
34 kg 
38 kg 
1 ,250 kg 
,4,291 kg 
6,250 kg 
Hea.k acid 
. 
31J.3 kg 
28 kg 
21 kg 
672 kg 
&:; '-"6"~ k _.~,v .:; .. g 
. .-. ........... 
. - 7"''7 o, '-1 1..-0" 
-"O 
(Si02, Ti02, A1 2o3, £.!gO, Cr20~ P2o5, !I'Ino, v,..,o~, cae, Si, Ni, Zn, eu, Cd, 
t:.. ./ 
Be, Sb, Hg) 
I~O (assuming ~0 = 50% of total weight) 
various sulphates, including 1, 725 kg 
Feso4, 7H20 
~0 
fr~c I~so4 
various sulphates, including 584 kg 
of Feso4 
TiO,.., in suspension 
.-:. 
Ti02 in solution 
H2so4 (eA~• as 100~) concentration 20% 
H2o 
v.:-.rious sulphe.tes, including 314 kg 
of Feso4 
TiO~ in susoension 
•- .. 
Ti00 in solution 
~-
H2S04 (exp. as 100%) concentration 10% 
I:~O 
1' 
'· 

• 
CANADIJUT SLAG 
....................... 
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The (Uantities shown below relate to 1 tonne of finished produot and 
are based on the value in the preceding table • 
rlaste produot 1 - Insolubl~ ~~bstance.s 
107 kg 
......... 
+ 107 kg 
.... 
" 214 kg 
Waste product 2 - CoPRe~s 
None 
~astc product 3 - S~rong acid 
630 kg 
+ 34 kg .. 
+ 33 kg 
+ 1,440 kg 
+ 5,063 kg 
7,200 kg 
!fa;ste ,aroduct 4 - T'Jea.k ~id 
339 kg 
+ 28 kg 
+ 19 kg 
+ 778 kg 
+ 6,624 kg 
7,780 kg 
(Si02, T:to2, A1 203, 14gO, Cr2o3, P2~5 , 
~m0 1 v2o5 •. CaO, Si, Ni, Zn, Cu, Cd, 
Be, Sb, Hg) 
~0 (assuming ~0 = 5o% of total weight) 
various sulphates, including 303 kg 
of Feso4 
Ti02 in suspension 
TiO., in solution 
.... 
~so4 (exp. as 100%) concentration 
~0 
various sulphates, including 163 kg 
of Feso4 
Ti02 in suspension 
Ti02 in solution ·; 
~so4 (exp. as 1oo%) concentration 10% 
H20 
l 
' r f. 
l 
I 
I 
i 
[ 
.• 
i 
j 
1 
i 
I 
- l 
i. 
' 
. 
., 
Cr203 
V205 
cao 
.. 
.. - 19- . ENV/47/7r:r-E 
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WASTE PRODUCTS CORRESPONDING TO ORE D. 
-ENRICHED MINERAL (Hypothetical)__ 
(Similar to .Canadian ··slag) 
ORIGINAL ORE 
ENRICHED ORE PRODUCT 
% ;kg 
88,oo 1130,000 
5,00 64,204 
0,50 6,420 FATAL -WASTE ~ODUCTS 
1,65 21, H37 
-
Expressed as quantities 
of metal (kg) 
2,00 25,681 
o,o1 o, 128-
o,oa 1 ,027. 
2,00 25,681 
o, 10 1,284 
0~20 2,568 
0,40 5,136 
.. 
. 
Ti 78,000 
Fa 52,133 
Si 9,746 
)Waste products\ ~ 
-i L ' 
/ Al 6,779 
p 0,026 
1ifn 0,795 
- - ~Ig 15,408 . 
o,o2 0,256 
o,o3 0,385 
Or 0,.422 
v o,680 
Ca 3,538 
-
0,01 o, 128 
jNa 
-
~ .. 0,256 
- ~1 1 ,o68 
- - 2'n 
-
- - ~ o, 101 
.. 
Corresponding weight of ores 11 284 kg. 
• 
.. 
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The qur:nti ties sho~m bel,ow relate to 1 tonne of ·"finished product and 
are based on the values in the precedin6 table • 
Waste product 1 - Insoluble substonces 
57 kg 
+ 57 kg 
114 kc 
~ate product 2 - Copperas 
None 
(Si02, Ti02, Al2o3, ~~, er2o3, P2o5, 
~mo, v2o5, CnO, Si, Ni, Zn, Cu, Cd, 
Be, Sb, He) 
~0 {assuming ~0 "' 5o% of totttl weight) 
Waste product 3- Strong~ 
185 kc various sulphates 1 including 98 kg 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
34 kg 
31 kg 
1,395 kg 
5,330 kg 
6,975 kg 
Waste product 4 - We~k aci~ 
100 kg 
+ 28 kg 
+ 17 kg 
+ 750 kg 
+ 6,605 kg 
7,500 kg 
of Feso4 
Ti02 1n suspension 
Ti02 in solution 
~so4 (exp. as 1007;) concentration 20% 
~0 
various s~lphates, including 53 kg 
of Feso4 
Ti02 in suspension 
Ti02 in solution 
H2so4 (exp. as 10~~) concentration H>% H20 
l 
l 
' l' 
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2) Dispgsa.l or trea;!J1ent of the l18.8te froduots inherent in the J>rocess 
1 • Definition 
"Elimination or treatment of waste products inherent in the process" 
is understood to mean any tntervention which leads to a change 
in their characteristics, whioh can range from mere dilution in 
order to reduce the concentration to very elaborate operations 
radically changing the nature of the waste. 
2 .... List of the main methods of elimina:tiion and treatment that can be 
enviae.ged for "waste products inherent in the process" 
DISCHARGE INTO THE SEA (1)* This can be done direct from the coast 
or by scattering over the sea. .~is 
. ~ . '. . ' ' 
method is widely used for soluble waste 
products (copperes and acid solutions) • 
·'· 
. .. . . 
Injection into undergro1md This reruires special geological conditions. 
strE>.ta. Its use in the thi ted States (DuPont) has 
given rise to strong criticism. 'l.'he 
"injected" effluents must not-contain 
suspensions which might clog the well. 
STORAGE ON LAND ( 2) 
NEUTRALISATION { 3) 
This is used for insoluble waste products. 
Storage on land et soluble waste products 
{"copperas"} raises more problems owing 
to their solubility and thei~ large. . . 
quanti ties. The company THANN & !ilULHOUSE1 
in Thmn (France), stores on land insoluble 
products, ·"copperas" and the neutralisation 
products ot its aoid liquors (output 
20,000 tonnes per annum of Ti02). 
This method, which results in a very lf!l'ge 
volume of neutralieatibn·produot, is very 
little used. Its cost.is high. At present, 
in Europe, only THANN & MULHOUSE uses this 
method for its acid liquors (at Thann). In 
the United States 1 "SCM" neutralises the 
dilute aoid fraction. The neutralised 
products are rediluted and discarded. 
(*) Only the numbered methods can be envisaged, a priori, in the 
European context. 
Production of gypsum: 
LURGI COPPERAS-
DRYING PROCESS (4) 
Fluidise&-bed drying 
of copperas compounds 
LURGI FLUIDISED-BED 
ROASTDTG PROCESS ( 5) 
RO!~TTIW lN A ROTARY 
FUIDlACE (6) 
- 22- ENV/47/75-E 
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Production of gyps~ from the neutralisation 
of the acid licuors requires a special local 
context. In the United States the American 
Cyanauid oomp~ny is building a factory for 
producine building components of gypsun. It 
should be noted that in this case there are no 
local gypsum resources; moreover, the local types 
of buildings are well suited to the use of such 
e, waterial. 
This r.1ethod enables "copperas" cor.1pounds to be 
dehydrated by changing them into iron sulphate 
monohydrate, which can be roasted in a 
fluidised-bed furnace (there is an existing 
unit at Spinetta, It;-;J.y, and one being built 
at Celje, YU&~slavia). 
Process er.1plo;yed 'by BAYER to ena,ble iron sulphate 
to be roasted in rotar,r furnaces. 
The LURGI roasting process mrkes it possible 
to t:::-eat iron sulphate monohydrate ("copperas" 
after dehydration) or concentrated acids (70%) 
containing salts in solution. One obtains, from 
the solid or liquid substance fed in, on the 
one hand so2 which can be directly used in art 
H2so4 synthesisinc unit and, on the other hand, 
the metal oxides correspondina to the salts in 
solution. There is no experience yet of ~orking 
with li~id feed. 
This technique, which is an old one, makes it 
possible to treat "copperas" compounds after 
dehydration or salts precipitated during 
concentration of acid liquors. Actually the need 
to use sulphur or pyrites to bring about 
combustion leads to the production of quantities 
of H2so4 great~ in excess of the requirements 
of a TiO~ unit. This method has been employed 
t!.. 
marginally by Bayer- Titangesellschaft - Pigment 
Chemie in Germany and by British Titan Products 
at Gr~sby (Great Britein). 
'"lTmW J];RSEY znrcn 
PROCESS (7) 
LURGI ACID-
CONCErTTRATION 
PROCESS (8) 
BAYER ACID-
CONCENTRATION 
PROCESS (9) 
BAYEF- 3ERTRAVIS 
ACID-CONCENTRATioN 
PROCESS ( ·1 0) 
Production of 
superphosphate 
- 23- EJ.iiV/47/75-E 
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This process cen b9 used for tree.ting acid 
liquors. After treatoent pure sulphuric e.cid 
is obtained, to~ther with iron sulphate 
monohydrate mixed with the ~ther eleoents present 
in the solution. At present the only plant 
· based on this process is a small pilot in the 
Thlited States. 
This process "treats" aoid liquors by bringing 
them up to·~ concentrstion of 7o%• The acid 
is not evaporated, and the 70% acid still 
contains all the salts in solution. Uo actual 
unit based on this principle. 
Be~er uses a process of concentration ~y submerged 
flame. This process has proved ver,y 
unsatisfactory. 
This process for concentration of acid liquors 
uses a film evapore~or. There is still little 
inform~tion about the possibilities of using it 
in the Ti02 industry. 
Superphosphate is a fertiliser the use of which 
in Europe has consic\erably declined. It is 
obtained by attackinb ne.tural trioalcium phosphate 
with sulphuric acid. At present only cne state-
c;>wned coop~l'lY in Polcnd uses this process, v•hich 
requires prior concentration of the acid liquors 
up to 65% 
... 
Amooniun sulphate 
production 
I.F.P. PROCESS (11) 
- 24- FJJV/47/75-E 
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This process enables amoniun sulphate to be 
produced fron acid li~ors. Ishihara Sangyo 
Kaisha holds the rights to a process making 
possible the opt~uc treatment of acid liquors 
by this oethod. Aumoni~ sulphate is no longer 
used in Europe, a~d this method is thus of little 
interest at present, a.t least in Europe. 
This process enables dissolved sulphates to be 
treated. It thus oakes it possible to treat 
either acid liquors alone or acid liquors in 
which the "copperas" compounds have been 
previously redissolved. The products obtained 
are sulphur end hydroxides and sulphides of the 
metals in solution. 
To these ?rocesses should be added those of the BUTTNER and SAINT 
GOBATIJ companies, described e.s •tnew teclmir:ues" in the field of acid 
concan tration. 
~: In the Netherl~ds there is a system of taxation of effluents. 
I 
Its atlount at present represents about 3.5~t of the cost of Ti02• 
It is said that this tax is to be doubled every year. 
I 
f 
I 
t 
I 
! 
i 
! 
I 
I 
t. 
1 
I 
' ~ . 
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A. AD"'£ 
-
ENV/47/75 - E 
Orig: F 
In Seotiov. 2 a list has-been given of the processes 
which oould be used for the tre~tment of waste products 
inherent in the production process. 
In this section an attempt will be made, by combining 
the various proposed process~s, to establish oooplete 
treatment units. There are obviously very cany 
possibilities, and only the most chara~teristic ones 
have been considered. 
Furthermore, depending on the degree of treatment 
which it is desired to achieve, the units proposed can 
either bo adopted as a whole or some of their constituent 
' ' . 
parts replaced or even omitted. 
fhe capital investments end operating costs involved 
for ea.oh of these units will be stated. The capi t.al 
investemtn fi~~res ere based only on design data 
available at pr~sent, and the operating costs have 
been calculated on the b~sis of values recorded at 
a fixed _date {end of 1973) and are notl being updated 
in the light of the present economic situation. The 
characteristics Cllld volumes of the final effluents will 
also be given. 
These solutions will be considered for the different 
types of raw materials. 
_ ... 
. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
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B. :BASIC DATA 
Below and on the following page, the weights of effluents to be 
treated corresponding to an ~J2!lt, o.f Ti02 of 1 00 to~es per drzy 
are given for the four types of raM ma,terir.J.s. 
I Norwegian Austr~lian Canadian 
ilmenite ilmenite slag 
1) £ESOLUB!E 
SD'BST.AlWES 
,!otal Hei.bht 16 t/d 3.8 t/d 21 t/d 
Volume if d = 2* 32 m3/d 7.6 m3 /d 42 m3 /d 
"Dry" lieieht** 8 t/d 1.9 t/d 10.5 t/d 
2) COPPERAS t/d t/d t/d 
~1 wei.£,~t.. 385 202 
Feso4, 1.1/2 ~0 189 111 does not 
exist 
'i<IgS04 20.4 1.1 
exp. in ~304 122 62 
exp. in Pe2o3 169 99 I I 
I I ) 
* d: density of the insoluble substances as a whole 
(d = 2 is a hypothetical value) 
**represents the weight of.the insoluble substances if 
water is e':cluded from them. 
Enriched 
ore 
11 t/d 
22 m,3 /d 
5·5 t/d 
t/d 
docs not 
exist 
I 
l 
f 
i 
l ) 
'  i 
I 
,\ 
-Norwegian 
ilmenite 
3) ACID LI~UO! t/d. 
(hypothetic:':,i 
concentration 
2o%) 
- " 
Total ;wei!ht 74'1 
H20 . 5J2 
Free ~so4 ' 148 . 
Feso4 58 
Various sulphates 14 
~so4 (free ·1- . 196' 
1 combined) ' 
E:x:p. in Fe2o3 61 
EA-p. in sulphur 64 
·-· 
4) DILUTE ACID t/d 
(hypothetical 
concentration 
1 fY-/.1). 
Total v.•eight 800 
Free ~so4 80 
·~0 675 
/ 
Feso4 I 31 
Various sulphates 8 
' 
' H2SO4 (free + 106 combined) 
Exp. in Fe2o3 33 ~· in sulphur 35 
- 27 -
Australian 
ilmenite 
; 
t/o. 
625 
429 
125 
58 
5 
165 
61 
54 
-
t/d 
672 
67 
566 
'31 
3 
89 
33 
29 
' 
El.W I 4 7/7 5-E 
Orig: F 
Canadian Enriched· 
slag ore 
t/d t/d 
720 697 
506 533 
144 140 .. 
~ .. . 
30 10 
32 9 
184 152 
31 11 
60· 50 . 
t/d t/d 
778 750 
78 75 
662 660 
16 5 
18 5 
99 82 
17 5 
32 27 
.. 
...,. 
• 
C • COST ASSESSME!JT 
--..~---....~-
a) .lli;;et_t~.~,PV~Jll~ 
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For each treatment unit the total capital investment is determined 
-from the capital investnents for each constituent p~t. Theoe 
are for the period end 1973 ... bcginnin.:; 1974 !'.Jnd must the:refore 
adjusted in the light of the present economic situation. 
Allowance has also been made for the price of recovering the sulphur 
or sulphuric A~id as the case may be, excluding all other prod~cts, 
particul~rly FeO. 
b) §n~g;y_ q_ons~~i..2,.n 
Fo~ e~ch treatment the energy consumptions for the different types 
of raw materials have be~1 established. 
For the price of fuel oil, an average price of 50 U.A. per tonne 
has been assumed. It should be noted, however, that the processes 
treatinr, gr;ses containing SO,.., e.re not interfered vrith by the use of 
,. 
very sulphurous fuel oil such as "v:;,cuum residues". These two 
processes <'.re the roasting process (LUHGI) and the I.F.P. process. 
The 7alue of the "va.cuur.: residues", c:..lwe.ys less than that of fuel 
oil, l;ill depencl. on the particular situations of each petroleum 
group, the locution of the refiner, and its distance from the 
consU:IDing factocy • 
Depending on the situation, the "vaouuti residue" may cost the 
consumer between 80% and( exo-ep"tione.lly) 6<>% of 'the price of 
ordinarJ heavy fuel oil. n1 the present case the possible use 
of "clistillation· residues" costing 40 U.A. per tonne has been 
assuoed. 
Note: It 't-rill be recalled tha.t, for roasting, sul;e~ ca_p br;· ,Jle!S; 
as a fuel, which in some c~es mru~es it possible to reduce 
PP!ls~~tipn of fue} oi!• This possibility depends greatly 
on local conditions; it should merely be bor.ne in mind that 
the fuel-oil cons~ptions ~hown f'or roe.stine are high ve.lues. 
/ 
'I 
' 
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In practice we shall consider only three categories of by-products& 
' 
- sulphur 
- sulphuric acid 
-ferric oxide (part) or ferric hydroxide (part). 
A sulphur "credit" will be included in oase.s where the sulphates 
and/or sulphuric acid a.re decompo_sed in the form of so2 or 
elementar,r sulphur. 
A "sulphuric acid" crec'-it will be included whenever recycling of this 
acid can be done directly and therefore do~s not entail addition&! 
capital expenditure. 
The savings are based on the following values: 
sulphur : 52 U.A./t 
sulphuric acid~ : 29 U.A./t 
I 
Note: As the price of sulphur varies greatly, a treatnent cost 
corresponding to a sulphur price of 30 U.A./t and thus 
to a sulphuric acid price of 22 U.A./t has also been 
given. 
With regard to iron in oxide or hydroxide form, only 
iron obtained from copperas will be regarded as a by-product 
which m~ possibly be reusable, but its value will be 
assumed to be ze~o. 
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D. RECAPITULATION 
Treatment units which oan be envisaged 
for the titanium dioxide industry 
Constituent processes 
(Dehydration) - Lurgi 
Roasting - Lurgi 
Concentration • Lurgi 
Ueutrnlisction 
(Dehydration) ~·lnrgi 
Roasting - Lurgi 
Concentration- N.J.Z 
Neutralisation 
(Dehydration) - Lurgi 
(Roasting) - Lurgi 
IFP process 
Neutraliso.tion 
IFP process 
(Dehydrati0n) - · Lurgi 
(Roasting) 
- Lurgi 
IFP. process 
(DebydrEJ.tion) - Lurgi 
Roe.sting 
- Lurgi 
Concentration - N.J.Z. 
i.Ctpita.l.investment 
Ref. (u.A./t.per annum 
of T102) 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
I 1m 
Sl~ 
Ilm 
Slag 
Ilm, 
Slag 245 
Ilm 
Slag 
Iln 
·Slag 
Ilm 
Slag 
263 
195 
273 
195 
338 
245 
339 
254 
351 
259 
312 
233 
Waste products 
after treatment. 
(Iron oxide)0 
Iron oxides + various 
Caso4, Fe(OH)2 
t.Vater 
(Iron oxide)0 
. ' (Iron oxides + various 
CaSQ4, Fe(OH)2 
Water 
(Iron oxid.e)0 
Fe(OH)2 + various 
sulphates 
CaS04 t Fe(OH)2 
Water 
(Iron hydroxide)0 
F~(~~r)2 t' vari~us 
sulpha.tes 
We,ter 
(Iron·oxide)0 
Fe(OH)2 + various 
sulphates 
·water· 
(Iron· .oxiU.e )0 . 
Iron oxide + various 
!>later 
Note 1: The substances in brackets disappear if slag is used 
Note 21 The waste products marked (o) may be reusable. They have been 
assigned zero value in the economic calculations. 
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Cost of the main cethods of treatcent which can be 
.. 
envisaged for the titanium dioxide industry· 
(Sulph~t~ ·':prooel'll) ·. · ... 
.. 
. .Raw •. Hypotheses T:reatment . ' . 
:r..a.terial 
Fuel oil t 50 UA/t Fuel oil 50 UA/.t . Fuel oil 50 UA/.t 
SuJ phur 52 UA/t + diat. res. 40 UA/t-·4· diPt. res. 45 U~t 
H2so4 29 UA/t Sulphur 52 UA/t S~lphur 30 UA/t H2SO4 29 UA/t H2SO4- . 22 Ui./t 
UA/t-of' Ti02 UA/t or· Ti02 · · UA/t of _Ti02 
I Ilm. 97.3 90.8 113.6 
Sl~ 7'l 72.8 86 
.. 
II Ili!l. 77.4 74.7 95.2 
Slag 53.8 53.4 64.7 
III Ilm. 134 124.2 145"·7 
Slag 105.6 97.6 110.8 
~ .. ' ' ' '\'' II I " •• • • 'o . 
IV Ilm. 126 100 130 
Sl~ 94.3 82.9 112.2 
v Ilm. 122 108 138.4 
Slag 89.3 11·9 112.2 
. . - - . . ... , ...... .. .. 
" 
VI. !lll. 95.4 9'2.1 108 
Slag 52.1 50·9 66.4 
Note.~ Thie.ia an.e~tima.te ma.de a.t ~the end.of t973/begirming of.1974 ...... . 
A more ~to-date estimate is being prepared. 
~ . . . . .... • I' • ,.::., • 
., 
,· '~ ... · 
.. 
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Special characte: .. i;Jtica of the nain methodr:: of trec.tuent l•Thich can 
be envisaged for the titanium dioxide indUDtry (Gu~~~ate process) 
TRF.JI. TUENT I J.ow cost 
concentration process not yet inductriully proved 
- neutralisation wa~te products rather inconvenient 
to L:itore 
TREA~lTimWr II - S&ne commento as for Treatment I 
TREATI::ENr III - Ju:::ta.posi tion of several fairly reliable proceGses 
- high cost 
- neutrali~ati.::>n waste products ra.ther inconve..'tliGnt 
to Gtore 
TREATr~~ IV - only one proce3s used (IFP) 
- relatively hi~h cost 
TRE.t'I.THENT V 
TREATI:J:Ut'!T VI 
- final waste products a. priori less convenient than 
oxides 
- complex of quite relia.ble proce.Jses 
- ra.ther high cost 
final. waste products a priori le>:lo convenient 
than oxides 
"Concentration l.:ection" not industrially proven 
coGt r.::ensitive to the concentration of the ueruc acid 
final t1a.ste products fairl~" convenient to store 
and/or possibility of reuse. 
l 
,, 
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SECTION III. 0HIDRD1E PROCESS 
~ate prodpota inher;nt ip the process 
1. General · 
a.) Introduction 
FEI/47/.75-E 
As alre~ mentioned, the only purpose of the calculations made in 
this section i~ to give orders of m~1itude for the quantities~of 
waste products to be considered. 
Admitted~, in view of the fact that the chlorine process is little 
•used in Europe and that the information about is is generally 
confidential, it has only been possible to make rather rough 
hypotheeea for this process. 
However, although these hypotheses may prove inaccurate, the quantitative 
approach to the total effluents remains valid. 
b) H.ypoth.es,e~ 
We have ~sumed that: 
- the overall operating yield is 98% in relation to the Tio2 involved, 
excluding the finishing {surface treatment) stage. This type of 
treatment has alre~ been seen for the sulphate process. With regard 
to effluents, it leads only to dilute salt solutions and a small' 
quantity of Ti02 in suspension. 
- The zirconium oxide present in the ore is not attacked. 
- All the other metals and metalloids are c~lorinated. 
- 1% of the raw ore is lost in the "blow-off's" of the fluidised 
bed and by entrainment in the process gs~es. 
- 0.5% of the titanium dioxide is lost in the form of TiC14. 
- 2% of the chlorine necessar,y for the chlorination of the titanium 
dioxide is lost through combination with hydrogen from the. 
reduction coke and the ore. 
., 
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- For the TiC14 "oxidation" section 
• 0.5% of the Ti02 involved is Jo~t in solid form 
with regard to the effluents resulting from possible liquefaction 
of the chlorine, these are very traditional in nature and have 
been disregarded in the present technical report. 
c) Distribution of the different, l"laste, 12roducts 
It has already been seen in the description Df the chlorine process 
that the four major sources of waste products are: 
• Naste product 1 11blow-off" from the fluidised bed 
• vm13te product 2 nresidues" of the distillation of TiC14 
• wa.3te product 3- "venting" from the distillation of the TiC14 
• t>"aste product 4 - waute from the oxidation ~tage • 
The melt.tne and evaporation temperatures of the chlorides of the 
different metala meke it posoible t~ some extent to predict the 
di:stribution of these chloride3 in the vn3.3te products. Furthermore, 
certain hypotheGes have been made for the distribution of the losses 
of ore, T:J.Cl4 and chlorine. 
• ~~te E~oduct 1 
T1).8 whole of the Zr02 , jJnC12 , l.:ge12 , CaC12 , Na.Cl. 
Half of t~e ore losses. 
• Wa:~:t,s,..J?.ro<i!l,c.t ~ 
The Hhole of the FeC13' Al 013, CrG12, NbCl5 
The vanadiur1 is present in the forn of vocr2 
Half of the ore losses. 
• ll.~E!t e .I?r<&u.,gj;-1, 
The tthole of the SiCl4 , PC13 (POC13) 
Tl1e whole of the losses of HCl and TiCl t, 
,. 
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2 - A. WA3TE PRODUCTS CORR&SPONDiln TO I~ATURAL RUTILE ORE 
... 
. ORIGINAL ORE PRODUCT 
~---
NATURAL RUTILE m•o • 
_J. 2" 1 tonne 
% kg 
Yield 98% 
Ti02 96.60 1020.400 FATAL ~ll.STE PRODUCTS 
FeO 
- expressed as 
·Fe203 0.35 3.696 quantities of 1.1etal 
SiO 0.35 3.696 (kg) 2 
·zro2 o.6s 6.866 Ti 1'2.240 
Al2o3 0.45 4.752 Fe 1.219 
P205 o.os 0.527 Si . 1. 700 
MnO 0.02 0.211 Zr 5.082 
. ~;fgO 0.06' 0.633 . u 1.254 
~2°3 0.30 3.169 rlaste Products p 0.106 
V205 0.66 6.971 11n 0.163 
. Ca.O 0.01 0.105 . - J!g -- - -- ---b.18Q_ 
Na2o - Or 1.042 ------
~0 - v 1.874 
s 
-
Ca. 0.072 
a2o - Ua 
·Co 
-
s 
c 
-
Ni ... 
Nb02 0.30 3.169 Zn 
-
H 0.20 2.113 On 
Cu 
Nb 2.352 
R 2.111 
-
Total 1056 kg 
T,ypical composition 
Distribution of effluents: 
waste product 1: 14 kg/t of Ti02 (Zro2 + variou~ ~1loridea +ore) 
waste product 2: 30 kg/t of ·Ti02 (+various chlorides) 
waste product 3: 59 kg/t of Ti02 (+ various chlorides) 
I. 
~ 
'\ 
' 
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2 - D. \vA.STE PRODUCTS CORRESPONDING TO f.tYNTHEl'IC RUTILE ORE 
(Benelite type) 
OP.IGINJ~L ORE PRODUC'r 
Yield 98% 
Sl"'.NTIIEriC RUTILE Ti02: 1 tonne 
% 
Ti02 95 
FeO 1.8 
Fe2o3 2.0 
Various 1.2 
kg 
1020.40 
18.96 
21.60 
13.09 
lvaste producta 
Corresponding weight of ore: 1074 kg 
Di3tribution of effluent~: 
Haste product 1: 14 kg/t of Ti02 
Waste product 2: 90 kg/t of Ti02 
Waste product 3: 59 kg/t of Ti02 
-FATAL WASTE PRODUCTS 
Exprer::~sed a:.; 
(uantities of metal 
kg) 
Ti 12.240 
Fe 22.665 
Various 
(13.09) 
.( 
t 
t 
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2 - c. WASTE PROOOCTS CORRESPONDING TO .AUSTRALIAN IU1ENITE ORE 
-
ORIGINAL ORE PRODUCT 
AUSTRALIAN I:U.-lENITE Yield 98% Ti02r. 1 tonne 
% leg 
Ti02 55-4 1020.20 
FATAL tf/AC)TE PRODUCTS 
1
Fe6 23.-8 438.361 expressed in 
Fe2o3 ·16~9 311.350 
quantities of ~et~l 
(kg) 
Soo2 0.15 2.763 
Zr02 Ti 12.240 
Al203 0.94 17.337 Fe 44~.513 
P205 0.08 1.489 Si 1.264 
lmo 0.72 13.274 Zr 
lllgO 0.27 4.966 AJ 4.569 
Cr203 0.14 2.753 p 0.297 
V205 0.17 3.160 11n 10.267 
CaO 0.02 0.361 i.Jg 2.979 
Na2o - - Cr 0.848 
K2o Waste produots v 0.830 
s 0.01 0.180 Ca. 0.252 
Ni s o. 180 
Zn 
-
Ni 
Cu 
-
Zn 
Cd 
-
Cu ~ 
•'' 
Pb, Be 
-
Ce 
Sb, Hg .. Pb, Be 
Corresponding t'leight of ore 1,842 kg 
N.B. The total of the column does not correspond to 2;640 kg, as the weights 
of each constituent have average vclues related to .. di'fferent compositions 
of ilmenite. 
Distribution of effluents: 
Waste product 1: 44 kg/tot Ti02 (ZrO + va.rioua chlorides+ ora) 
Waste product 2r 1,339 kg/t of Ti02 (various ~~lorides including 1t304 kg ot FeC13) 
Waste product 3: 76 kg/t of Ti02 (vario~9 chlorides) 
~ 
'N 
.. 
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3 - Treatments 
A. Effluents considered 
As stated earlier, the oh1.orine process is little used in Europe. In 
all ca~es the installed capacity is small • 
Uoreover, these units at present use natural rutile, that is, an ore 
very rich in Ti02 (about 96%), which therefore gives rise to only fairly 
minor quantities of effluents. 
These two factors mean that the problem of the effluents of the chlorine 
process does not really arise in Europe. 
Nevertheless, the main treatments which can be envisaged in this case 
will be examined, firstly because even though the chlorine process is 
at present little used in Europe, it is nevertheless under certain 
conditions a valid alternative to the e.ulphate process, and secondly 
because the possibilities of development of synthetic rutile or the 
poosibility of using a poorer ore may lead to a change in the present 
positions. 
It may be noted that in the United States, where the chlorine process 
is very widespread and where D~ont is said to U2e a relatively poor 
ore in one vf its factories, the problem of the effluents of this 
process has arisen. 
DuPont, which is·the company most involved in this direction, has not 
yet succeeded, despite major research efforts and strong economic 
incentives, in perfecting the regeneration of the chlorine by oxidation 
of the by-product chlorides. 
After having envisaged discharge into underground strata, it would 
appear that DuPont has decided to opt for discharge at sea. 
.t 
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The following will not be considered in ·this chapter: 
- the effluents of the "regenero.tion" unit fnr the ohlor;lne 1;o b~ recycled, 
as these are traditional and not specific to t~is industry; 
- the effluents corresponding•to the finishing operations (surfa.ce 
treatment)J these are not peculiar to this process. 
We shall deal here with the treatment of the chlorides which are formed 
simultaneously with the titanium tetrachloride and which are ae1~xated in 
the further course of the pr~cess. 
Three sources of waste products for this type of effluent and for this 
procesa have been listed. These effluents are identified a.s "waste 
product 1, 2 and 3". 
B, Main processes 
The considerations regarding the discharge of effluents into under~ound 
strata,or at sea will not be repeated here. ·These eventualities have 
already been eXamined within the framework of the'"sulphate" prooesa 
(page 21). 
It may be noted, however, that theae are the only two methods which have 
been adopted in practice in'the United States; underground discharge has 
incidentally been strongly criticised. 
~e only·two processes which seem to represent a possible treatment ·for 
this type of effluent are ones which ena_ble the meta!.lio chlorides to be 
broken down into oxides, the chlorine then being combined to fo~ HCl. 
Actually these two processes are fairly ~imilar in principle, the main 
difference· being their type of feed: · 
- chlorides'in· solution 'in one case, 
- solid ohlorid&B in the other case. 
The companies holding the rights to these processes are "IDODALL DUCXHAU 
and LURGI respectively. 
t' 
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It should also be noted that the company "CH:WRINE TECHNOLOGY Ltd", 
which is engaged in the recuperation of ilmenite, is said to hold the 
righto to a process f0r the oxidation of the chlorides, but this is not 
yet regarded as very ~atisfactory. There is no doubt, however, that 
companies other than those enumerated above are likely to develop 
prooesoes which would be based on siL1ilar prinoipleso 
It may also be mentioned tlmt in the two oases referred to above it is 
a qu0stion of adapting existing, proven processes whose application has 
not yet, hot·Tever, been tegted in this particular field. 
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PART 2 
ECOLOGICAL .. ASPECTS. 
- 41a - ENV/47/75-E 
GENERAL 
~ination of ~he r~sults alreagy obtained 
Examination of international scientific docu~entation on the effects of 
discharging the residues from the production of titanium dioxide into 
the sea leads us to regard these waste products as EQtentiall~ or actually 
harmful to the marine aquatic medium. 
The degree of harmfulness of the residues m~ vary depending on their 
composition, the method of discharge and the characteristics of the 
receiving medium. The adverse effects on the environraent are due mainly 
to the acidi~y, to the presence of ferrou~ sulphate and probably to the 
other metals (heavy metals) which are also present. 
Depending on the cases, the adverse effects on the environment can take 
the following forms: 
1) reduction of the oxygenation and pH of the water and increase of the 
ooncent~ation of iron and other hea~r metals. The.duration and exte~t 
of these effects depend on the physioo-c~emical characteristics of the 
waste products, and especially their concentration; 
2) a) temporary depletion of the zooplaru{tonio biomass and production of 
effects leading to a deterioration in the morphological structure 
0f ita component part~; 
b) repulsion and removal of certain species of fish; 
c) reduction of the biomass and of the production and diversity of 
species of the benthic and/or nactobenthic biocenoses in the 
discharge area. In more serious cases all animal life may 
disappear. 
I 
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3) deterioration in the oolour, tranoparenoy and turbidity of the Water 
and temporar.y reduction of photosynthesis, phytoplankton and primary 
production, especially in cases where the waste is discharged on the 
surface. Covering of the sea bed with ferric oxides and oxides of 
other metals where the waste is discharged in estuaries and places where 
the water is shallow; 
4) on the other hand, there have been no reports of dangera of'toxicity 
for human beings due to effects produced by the consumption of speci~s 
from the places where the waste has been discharged. 
. . 
The degree to which the above-mentioned phenomena .occur varies dep0r1~ing 
. ' 
on the different methods of discharge. There is not, however, a single 
case in the scientific literature published or mentioned by the vari~us 
experts of the l<iember States in which one or more of these phenomena ha,ve 
not been recorded. 
All this leads to the conclusion that dissharge into ~he· se~ of waste 
from the production of Ti02 must be controlled and even SUgRep~ed with~n 
a.oertain period ~n order to prevent damage to the marine envir0nment, 
.now and in the future. 
As an illustration of the effect of the disposal of effluents of the 
TiO~ industry, the results of the "White Book" published by France in 
eonneot~on with the diacbarging of the M0ntedison company's waste-products into 
into th~ Hediterranean Sea are reproduced on the following .pages. 
.. 
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CHAPTER V - ESTUTATE OF THE PHYSico-ctm.fl:CAL CHANGES DUE 
TO THE DISCHARGES 
The following analYsiS deals nainly with the physico-chemical changes 
~n pH, oaturation indices, change in natural concentration, etc.) which 
nay be cauoed by discharges such as those made by the l1ontedison 
compa11.y. 
1) Three major factors must be considere~ 
As has been stated earlier, the waste products are characterised by: 
- high acidity due to the presence of large quantities of free 
sulphuric acid in the effluents: we must therefore assess the 
reactions of sea water when faced with the introduction of 330 
tonnea 0f pure sulphuric acid per day. 
• a high content of divalent iron Fe++: the commonest form of 
iron in the sea is trivalent iron' Fe~& th~ meoha.nisna._.o:f "th]g 
oxidation in sea water must therefore be considered. 
a by no meana negligible content of heavy metals such as titanium, 
chromi ur.t, vanadium, cadmitun, etc. 
2) Reaction o~ sulpPuric apid 
Sea water is a medium with a very stron€ buffer capacity with regard 
to acids and bases. This buffer capacity is bound up with the balanc~ 
of the carbon dioxide gas, bicarbonate-carbonate system. It takes 
3 milli-equiva.lents of strong acid per litre to transfo~t the 
carbonates and bica.rbone~es into carbon dioxide gas and reach a pH 
of about 6. 
On this basis it can be calculated that it takes 12 m3 of sea water 
to "buffer" one litre of pure sulphuric acid (pH brought back to a 
value of 6 or above). 
'! i 
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It is assumed (Amerioan\papere) that-15m~ of. sea water oQuplete~ 
neutralise 1 litre of pure sulphuric acid. 
On the basi's of the ~bova yalues (330 tonnes of a2so 4 discharged per day) 
a neutralisation vol~e of 
is obtained. 
In order to establish an orde,r of ,Iil¥P;it:y.det the area within which a. 
dai~ discharge is.neutrali~ed may be estima.ted_at about 30 hectapes if 
it is a.ssttmed that the dischar~_waste diffuses slowly in a. vertical 
direction whatever the depth at which it is discharged and that it only 
affects a. layer of water about 10 m thick (cf. the 00nclusions ot the 
C.N.E.x.o. report on horizontal and vertical transmissions in the area}. 
' . 
3) T}l~ oxidation ,of divalent' ;:tl'dn into trival£nt iron 
Whi_le. s_ea.wa.ter has a buffer oapaci ty as regards acid-ba.se equilibria., 
the position is different as regards_oxidation-reduction couples. That 
is why it must be assumed that high oxygen demands can. only be sa.ti~fied 
_ by utilisation of the oJcy'gen dissolved in the sea water. 
' J 
' 2 If we assume tha.t it takes one molecule of ox;y-gen to oxidise 4 Fe + i()ns 
~ ' ' ' 
into 4 _Fe iona, we arrive at the following calculation: 
140 tonnes of di~lent iron disoha.rged per day 
need in order to be oxid.ised: 
~ x ~ • 20 tonnes of oxygen 
It m~ b$ mentioned in this connection that this represents approximately 
.. 
the oJcy'gen demand of the· 'sew&ge of a. town with: 
20.106 60 • 350 ,ooo inhabi te.nts ( 1) 
{ 1 ~ This 'is an important point and enables us to relate these discharges 
, to those of the coastal towns of the C8te d'Azur and the Gulf of Genoa. 
'I 
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The available data concerning this area indicate a quantity of dissolved 
oxygen of 8 mg/litre, or 8 g/m3• The volume of water required for 
complete oxidation of the waste is therefo!e (assuming that the 
oxidation takes place near the surface): 
(It will bo noted that there is a fair degree of similarity between this 
value and the volume required to "buffer" the effluent, although it is 
necessary to emphasise the approximate nature of the above two calcul~tions, 
the sole purpose of which is to provide orders of magnitude.) 
-It would however be misleading to picture an actual volume of 3.106 m3 
affected by the sulphuric acid: in fact, onl;y; .uroro::,apunes of 
measuremen~s carripd out on the spot .~an p~mit a more accurate 
determination of the volume involved, which is proba.biy ·smaller oWing to 
the turbulences which appear at tho surface of the streams of waste 
products and which have the effect of spreading out the period during 
which tho dilution phcnooenon tP~es place. 
- Similarly, the oxidation of the divalent iron into trivalent iron 
is probably a long-term phenomenon: the experimental results obtained 
both at the place of the waste discharges and in the North Sea or in 
New York Bay represent a slow oxidation, which never reduces the oxygen 
saturation inde:t: of the area by more than 30%. 
It is therefore logical to assume that the discharges of waste produets 
cause the formation of a mass nf t1ater with a small oxygen deficit, but 
much 1a.rgcr in volume. than has· been envisaged. 
.. 
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4) Role and behaviour of the hem:7( elements such as chromium, vanadium, 
ea.dniUI:l and ti ta.niUI:l 
It has been thought necessary to devote a paragraph to recalling 
certain overall data concerning tho presence and possible role of 
·such elements, which have recently led to the adoption of some 
contradictor,y a~titudes. 
1 - It must be recalled in the first plo.ce that all these elements 
are naturally present in sea. wa~er, as is shown by the figures 
I 
tP.ken from Riley and Skirow (1965) and Ivanoff (1972) in the 
following comparative table. 
,, ' 
Elements Weight present in Concentration in Weight present in Residence time in 
1 ·kg of rock .sea.· wa.t.er in 1 kg of pelagic the sea in 
(average) in mg rng/~ sediment in mg years (1) 
.S.i 275,000 3 199,000 . n 103 ' 
Al 88,000 0,01 65,000 100 
Fe 52,000 0.01 41 ,ooo 140 
Ug 22,000 1,300 17,000 4.5 107 
Ti 6,300 0.001 3~500 16o 
I· In 930 0.002 3,200 1,400 
v 120 0.002 330 10 4 
Cr 65 0.00005 80 350 
Cd 0.5 0.0001 ? 5 105 . 
·Pb 15 0.00003 160 2 1o3 
(1) The "residence time" of an element in the sea is equal to the average time for 
which this element remains in the sea water before disappearing by sedimentation 
or biological absorption. A short residence time for an element which is 
assumed to be toxic (a favourable fn.ctor from the overall point of view) is 
therefore not a reassuring criterion from the point of view of the consumer 
of the products of the sea, insofar as this rapid elinination is pe.rtly achiev¢ 
thanks to concentration phenomena in the biological cha,ins~ 
.......... 
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It will thus be seen that the chemical composition of rooks is fairly 
close to that of sediments. On the other hand, the relative composition 
of sea water is entirely different from that of the earth's crust, a 
fact which implies the existence in the sea of processes which limit the 
concentration of certain elements although they are continually provided 
by rivers, run-off vmter and wind-borne matter. 
Thu ir"-tensi ty <Jf the action produced by these mechanisms 'Jn the various 
"' . . . ' 
elements is well represented by the "residence times", which can range 
from around 100 years for aluminium, iron and titanium to several tens 
of millions of years for certain alkaline and alkaline-earth substcnces. 
The processes ;:yf regulation ultin1ate1y tend to eliminate certa:i.n 
ela~ents from sea water by incorporating them in the sed~enta. They 
are physico-chemical (formation of complexes, co-precipitation, 
absorption and ion exchanges on the particles or at the sediment levels) 
and biolo{Sical in nature. (l.'fa.ny marine organisms selectively concentrate 
certain elements. During mineralisation of organic matter, a portion 
sediments and represents a loss for the sea water). 
2 - With regard more specifically to titanium, it will be ·seen that this 
element is one of the main constituents of the earth's crust, representing 
about 0.5% by weight. It is almost equally abundant in sediments. It 
is r>resent in very low ooncent.ra.tion in sea water; ita residence time 
has been estimated at 160 yoars. B,y ita characteristics it is close~ 
akin to the three most abundant constituents of the aarthts crust: 
silicon, aluminium and iron. Titani~ is regarded as physiologically 
inert. 
The trace element~, hexavalent chromium (1) and above all cadmium are 
well-known for their toxicity. Vanadium would also appear to bo toxiq, 
(1) Chrooium is harmful in its hexavalent form, but in the sea it is quickly 
changed back to its less dangerous trivalent form. The clu:'olilium contaj.ned 
in the waste from the manufacture of titanium dioxide ia already in the 
form of a trivalent oxideo 
~ 
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but· there is· as yet' relatively little literature on this point. 
3 - In order to give a clearer idea of the actual scale of the t~ace elements 
discharged with the. waste products of the Montedison company, it was 
therefore thought worthwhile, on the basis of the foregoing information, to 
prepare the .following table: 
Elements 
Fe 
Ti 
lin 
v 
Pb 
Cd 
Cr 
Weight present. in 3000 t 
of rock in lr.g 
156,000 
18,900 
2,790 
360 
45 
1.5 
195 
Weight 'ln'esent in the 3000 t of 
waste products from the manufaeture 
of 150 t of TiO.jdlly 
(kg) 
145,000 
7,800 
1.750 
710 
30 
30 
100 
This table brings out the similarity-which exists between the quantities 
of heav.f metals present .in the waste and in tho same weight of rocks; 
but this .sim~larit~ is relative, b.coa.uae it £lust be pointed out that the 
effluents contain .vanadium a.nd oa.dmium in larger proportions than the. 
rocks. ·. 
Such figures do not warrant the drawing of any conclusio.n rega.r~ng th~ 
di~ect ·Or induoed·toxicity attributable to.hoav,Y metals in the wasta 
products: part of these is dissolved in the liquid effluent, which is 
not true of those which are oontai~ed in ·rockS. 
• 
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~1en the effluents are diluted, a large pr0portion of the metal3 
precipitate in uinere 1 f•m and j)roduoe E' .. sediment on the seJ. bed. 
The phcno::1enc. of indirect toxicity a.re bound up trri th the t111·o portions 
(dis~olved and precipitated) of the metal sclts in tho waste. 
~1e co~parison made is therefore only of overall value, being 
quantitatively valid in reln.ti''lll to the eeochemh>try ,...f the ~AThole of 
tho LiGQrian basin. It should furthernore be recalJed that this area 
nJ.tural~y rcceiveG quite substnntial ~1tities of hecvy metals naturally 
entrai:.1cd by rivers as the soil is \vasbed and erc•dGd.. 
,h 
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CHAPTER VI - STUDY OF THE BIOWGICli.L mFFEC•l'S OF 
EFFLUENT DISCHARGES 
The differwt aspec.E_~ ;e,r.obleg 
The study of the possible effect of ~he discharging of industrial 
effluents into the sea is· an extreme:y complex matter. For this 
effect has two different aspect~: 
- a. short-term effect by direct or "acute" poisonb.g, uhich can even 
lead to the killin.:r of living beincs in the immediate vicini~y of 
the discharge area. In tho specific caoe of tl1e uaste product:.:~ of' 
Hontecatini Ed.i3on, this effect wi::.J. be mainly d.ue to their hi.r;n 
sulphuric acid and iron content. 
\ 
- an indirect long-term toxic effect by the cccu~ul~ti~n of cGrt~in 
elements in food c~ins. This phefiomenon doc3 not necess~ri~y lead 
to mf..jor disordel~s in marilla :ife i to:::elf'. Probleus nay ari3e, however, 
at the level of h'Uu'lan coJ:lStunption of fish or molluscs \-Jhich have 
accumulated hi?h contents of undesirable elements in the ~eoerarhic~l 
area of the waste diccharge3. 
In the co.se of the di3chG:.rgea of t!1e r:ontedi:Jon company, their indirect 
toxicity me.Jr 'oe due to their content of hec..vy metals: titanium, 
vanadium, coiimium and chromium. 
For the purpose of studying the biological influence of the waste products 
it is therefore necessary to distinguish between ~hese two nain directim1s 
of investigation. They can be covered: 
- by biolo~icnl observations "on the spot" 
- by laboratory erperiments. 
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The stucliee of direct or indirect to:dci ty carri'ed out in laboratories 
~-ro all bcseL~ on ob;.)er,rationl..; of the behaviour of mc.rinc plants or 
animalG placed for fc.irly long :perioda in variable concentrationG of 
the effluent u..11der test. 
It is importn:nt to emphasise this "time" aspect n.t the out~1et 1 since 
i:1 ti1e natural environment a. certain nuni'.:>er of the species tested 
11ill tend to flee from tho most active zone of t;1e waste matter and 
~·Jill finally oaly be exp0sed for relatively short periodf:i to the weakest 
dilutiono of effluents. 
nary inve:3tica.tions have l1een made into the toxid ty of the li8.Gte 
productc of the r,iontcdicon compc"ny or of sinilar waste. 
The :rc.3u.Hs nt preaent l::nown uill be given, i:1 the light of the 
fore~:.;oin[;? under the following main hee.dr.>: 
analy-aic of the .::hort-tem effects 
1) ~t .. <;,.Q!!._ the .l~ehav;iour o:t: .t}'le ,;-a!lrine !):.or,e~ and :t:auna J.n ,the vi.cJ.u.=\.t.il 
~e diDcbar~e3 
a) §eE.e:'!ig;u~ E.,f _p~c};O,:!C£PiC _ a:!!i!aJ,s 
It is important to emphasise this point, which may have led to 
misunder.3tan.dings in recent months: it has never been t>oasi'ble 
·····-·--· .............. ·- .. 
.19 2,b,.G,erv_e i,p. t]1e di?che.rg_e zone, ,anx .<:.b.n,on;le.l .m_ort.nl_i.t~ .. o±: 
macrosco"Jic anim."tls such c>-s £:ish, Llol .. lu~c.s .,o,r:..,r1!_a.r.,~_·n_e ma.r.tlClaJ. ... s. ~..;;.:;;;.;:;.,. . .... ~.-.....-.............. -· ... . ... - :; - -- . -
l 
I 
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Furthermore, none of the various reports of the five miE~sio'!'l.B 
cerriod out on the spot by French technicians· mentions the presence 
of bodies of anim<?ls on the surface vf the vmter. 
~ 
\hth regp.rd to the stranding of spcrm-whE>.lee a.tlc1 cetc.:,cec.ns which 
has taken pla.ce fairly recently in the Mediterraner...n, the con-
clusions of the report of the I11stitut Scientifique et Technique 
des P3ches Ha1•itimes arc as follows : 
'~ith rege~d to tne str~~ings of oetPcecns in Corsio~, we hrve 
been able to analyse the musc:.e c>nd fat of a sperm-whale stranded 
near Bonifacc:l.o. It .'1ppears ·!;h::~.t the mercurJ content recorded 
is high (about 4 mg/kg wet w('l- ght), but the feot that the content 
of other heo.vy metals is in n.) ~·I2.,y· abnormal suggests thst the 
1-iontedison waste products, .. :·· . .i.~h do not contnin mercury, ?..re not 
the reeson :Lor the death ot' t11is ~.nimal. The hig..~ mercury content 
may be attributable to the \'~9.-Ste products of the chlorine industry 
discharged in·~o the Gulf of Gcnor. ani to tr.G cische..r;:;;i'Yl.: e.t se'l of 
tl:e wasto f:-om mercury mines. 11 
Furthermore, examiru=o.tion of the various foreign reports m.ldo on 
discharge locations in the North Sea or New York BEl.y lec'lli to 
iti.entical conclusions : no dce.t:hs of pcle.gic or even benthic 
ftsh (although such discharges are mc>.t.e at depths of 20 to 30 m) 
have been reported in the a.rt,;G.S :;.n question. 
It seems likely that the macroscopic a.nif!lals in the immedic:.te 
vicini..ty of the waters whe:"'c ~:w effluents are most concentre,ted 
f; ee f:r.-o:t them ·a,nd thus eSC2!Je tho irm.1ediate toxic effect of the 
\'ie~ste; the probabil:i.ty of m::crof:copic &'lim~s being d.il'c.;c"tly 
engulfed in the waste disoh;; rt~:es and t.ffected by their A-cute 
tox~city is, moreover, likely to be low. Only adiition~l 
• 
/ 
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experiments could ~ake it possible to establish, on the b~sis 
of an ~..mount of data. l~rge enough to be stat:i.stice.lly processable, 
tihether or not tht fish stocks he,ve ?..ppreci?.bly cht.nged in the 
disch?xge aree.. 
b) !3ehav::o'l£_ ?f plap.ktoll.J:._n the dischcrD~c_:_-rcc-
It will easily be understood thc>.t ft BtuG.y like this is difficult 
to carry O'lt on the spot for pul'ely technical reasons. It is 
therefore discu~secl_ in much grente:r det2.il in connection with 
the presentation of the results obtained. in the lc-.boratory: 
it should Ullcreo•.rer be noted that plankton docs not possess aey 
r,~eans enablinG it to flee from the d!sch?.rge area.: the laboratory 
study therefore gives e,n 2.cceptc.:.ble rcpresen-tr:.tion of the actual 
behaviour of pbnh.-to11 in the medium. 
It is, however, worth while mentioning the conclusion of tn 
!.merict.n s-tud;r mc-.r:1e on the discha::gc of similar we:a-te products 
in Ne1.; Ycr1\: Bay. 
The Nationrt.l Research Council of the National Acac_emy of Sciences, 
Fish nnd. liilci.life Service, mention€ th,.t ••• "zooplnn.lctonic 
orgrniS!'\s uere immobilised by exposure to t:1e effluent. But the1 
generdly re:·mscd their activity ~.nd appeared normal after two 
or three minutes, even l-Ihen remaining in the cont2min2.ted 
Speciruens :placed ~-n samples taJ:en from the ue.sh less than one 
minute c..ftor the passage of the ligl1ter did not react. As soon 
2.s this water had been diluted half-.:::nd-hCJ.lf with uncontaminated 
sec. wder they re:?.cted :.o.nd started to swim about e.g;:tin". 
It will be noted that these ex:>eriments carried out "in situ" 
do fl..ot provide rny accurate cxpcrimcntnl data. ( concentr':l:tion, 
E'pecies oboerved ••• ) , but they lc~d us to exclude f!!.J.W immcdi?:te 
lc..::ge-scde r.1ort ali ty of zoopl;:.m;.:ton in th~ wash of the lighter 
wllic~1 discharges the effluents into t~1e sea .• 
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Be that as it mey, this study concludes that "the volumE:: of acid 
·~mt~r of ee-ch discharge is so s:n11Il oompc,red wi·~h the w""'ter 
available thct the effects on the zoopldl'lkton and p}Vtopl 'Ulkton 
will be nAgligible".* 
2) E:xp~~~ent al da.t a. on the behaviour of f.l:).ril'le ~lora m1.d feE?~._ 
wi-!;h different concent:;;·aJGions of t:1e effluent 
_........._........,.....__ -- -..-.------· ·-
Determination of acute toxici-ty th;:_~]l~ 
1-!a.ri t itne s 
MAasurements of acute toxicity were medo on the foll.:>wing 
me.rine oree:turcs: 
1 ph..,vtoplank-tonic alga 
l zooplE~..nktonic crustacean 
3 lamellibr~ch molluscs 
1 g~steropod mollusc 
2 crust e.ce?-'1S 
2 fiE'h 
Ph "'tcod.actylum Tricor~mtum 
Artemis, Salina. 
Ostren. EC.ulis (oys"'~er' 
Carc1ium Edule { cocl~le) 
IIytilus Edulis (muosel) 
Littorine. littorca. (wi!L.de) 
Cr;-.ngvn orrn.gcn (shrimp) 
Palrcmo:1 scrrc:tuc (prawj,'l) 
Po::1a.t osohist :l.B .:ninutus 
Elvern,(post-lal~ac of 
Anguil:ic:. Ant;tlill~.). 
The e:xperi11c11'Gs were :pe:.."'form~ on lots of 10 animals in g:'.D.sc 
crystallisers with e. oepaoity of 4 1, each of t-lhich receivei 
2 l of solution. A su.itRble a.erntion tiPS ruaint:: ined by 
bubbling t!:lroughout the period of the tosts. 
The clecl a."lirno.ls were removed and the oum1tlative mortE>.:!.ity 
percent :~.ges at:tcr 48 and 96 hours were recorded. 
* N.B. Translator's note: These t.wo quotations, re-transle.ted from the 
French version of the report in questio.1, should be checked with 
the Englioh original. 
.. '' .. " 
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The grouth curvE:)S of Phe.edt.ctylum tricornutum for the 
different dilutions of the effluent are given in Fie. 1. 
r1e find thr..t the growth in the culture with n dilution 
of 1/10,000 is pr<?.cticlllly norr1al. 
A dilution of 1/5000 show~ a gro~vth of s.pproximately 65 ;: 
of the crmrth of the reference cuJ.tura. 
A dEution of 1/3000 co:&.'responds very noticeably l-Iith the 
concentration which reduces the grovrth of the culture by 
h::clf, or the LD 50. 
La0tly1 dilutions of 1/2000 c:nd 1/1000 appear incompc-:tible 
r~it.h. the d.evelopmont of Phc-.edaetylm11 t"ricornutu.rn. But it 
would 11ppcar th~t the pH ve.luas of the culturus C'.t theca tuo 
dilu·Lio;.1S w.~e lFl.rgel;y· responsible for the a.tsenoe of f,TOwth. 
Tlte C\.'...lllUl .... tive mortality percentn.Ges after 48 and. 96 hours al'e 
s~orrn in Fig. 2. 
i'Je obse::.-ve thtrt the J.rt~;niae s1l0t'l the gree.tc.st senaitivity, 
since 45, 50 anC: 100)~ of the population die at tho 
dilutions of 1/3000, 1/2000 and l/1000 respectively after 
)6 hours. 
Shrimps and the tlm fish tested ro-·o eJ.so sensitive, bec~use 
the dilution of 1/1000 causes the dcmth of tho whole of the 
populctions efter 96 hours. 
Lastly1 for Pale,emon serrr-.tus, O~troa t>dulis, Ca.rdiU!i1 ec1_ulis, 
l-1ytiJ.us edt:.lis and Littorin2. littorea., no mortdity i~ fo·und 
at the 5 C.ilti.tions tes·ted. 
lie can theref-ore conclude that the effluent is acutely toxic 
l 
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Fit)P.re 2 Perccntr.ge mort~~lity c.t 48 e1.nd 96 hours depending on the 
dih1tio.n of the effluent. · 
-----·----------------
1/10 000 1/5 000 1/3 000 1/2 000 1/1 000 
-----------·--------------------------...-------
J.rtemie. 
sr.lina 
4-6 h 
96 h 
0 0 
0 16 
4 4 100 
45 50 100 
....._._ ..... ________ ..._.. _____ .-... __ .. ___________ . ·-------·---
Palaemon 
serrdu::.: 
48h 0 0 0 0 0 
----·----------... --........__-.------..-...- --..-......---
0 0 0 0 0 
.....,....._., ___ , ___________ -.--r_ .....,_ __ -------------------
Cr:ngon 
crangon 
48 11 0 0 0 0 
------- .. -- - -·--.. ·-----..-------~----
96 h 0 0 0 0 
66 
100 
.....-..-..----·--------.-.-----·--·--...._.--____ ..... _. __ ·-·-- ..... -__ ....._.__ ______ _ 
Ostrea 
edulis 
48 h 0 0 0 0 0 
-- ------·-- '"""-·------- ·- . ·--------------- ------- ......._.. _____ . 
0 0 0 0 0 
----.....~·-·-- .. -·-· ... -, ... ,., .... -.......... -------------------·--------·-·-· --
Cc.rdiura 
ecl.ulo 
-·-----
lzytilus 
edulis 
48 h 0 0 0 0 0 
---·----------------------~--~--------
-)6 h 0 0 0 0 0 
_______ , ___ ,.._._._ -----·----
48h 0 0 0 0 0 
_..._.. _ _......._ __ ..-..,. ____________ . _____ ...._...... __ ..___ _____ _ 
96 h 0 0 0 0 0 
-----·---------· ___________________ .._.. _________ _..,... 
48h 0 0 0 0 0 
Littorina 
littorea -----·-----------·--..----------- -----
96 h 0 0 0 0 0 
--- _..__.,_,.._. ___ ,,.. __ -------------....... -~--·--~---
48 h 0 0 0 0 100 
Pou:a,toschistus 
winutus ---··------- ---------------·---- _._ ..... __ ... -·-...... ------- ..... - -----·-
96 h 0 0 0 0 100 
----- ----~- ... -----..- . --....-.-----·-4--...... - .. -.--.-.---- .... ---------
Elvers 
imC;"'-lillc:. 
::'.l1.;'cillr. 
•. ].8 h 0 0 0 0 100 
---···- -·· ... -~- ···-·· .... _ .... _ ... ___ ......... - .,._ ------- . -- ...... -·· ....... - .. __ ... _ ~ -~-. .__..._ .. --·----
0 0 0 0 100 
i 
I 
I 
\ 
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for concentrations ranging from 1/5000 to 1/8000 (the latter 
conccntrP.tion not being fatal to -'lfh~ organisms but retc.rding 
the growth of some of the1a). 
b) ~e~u!t~ Er2v!d!d_bl !h! £e~t~e_d~E!~o~ ~t_d~ ~e~h!~h!s_d~ 
~i£1~s!e.:.e! ~'~o~~F~P~i! !;e:::i2a!e!! iC:_E:.R:.B:.O:fi:)_ 
The work done by CERBOM rever.led toxicity thresholds of the 
same order of m!.gnitud.e as those observed by the I.S. T.P.N., 
i.e. varying toxicities for concentrations of 1/1000 to 
1/10,000 (see the results below). It should be pointed out 
-
that the toxic dilution of 1/35 ,ooo is recorded ·for the most 
sensitive fish, but after a. stey of 10 deys in polluted WEter, 
which rep1~sents ~~ificial conditions. 
Results 
1. ·Pelagic t;ype chain 
- Phytopla.nl:ton : Asterioncl.le. ja.ponica 1/1,000 
1/1,000 
l/2,000 
- Zooplankton Artemia arlin~ 
- Fish Carassius auratus 
2. Benthic tYP! chain 
... Uarine bacteria between 1/l,OOO and 1/iO~OOO 
- Annelida Nercis di·tersicoior: about 1/2,000 
·-Fish : Labrus bergylta. l/16 1000 
3. Neritic ~~~cern type cha~~ 
.. ' 
-For marin~ b~cteria. tho' thresholds hed been determined 
during earlier experiments. 
- Molluscs l~ilus edulis 
- Crustaceans : Leander serratus 
4. Neritic mollusc type chein 
- Phytoplankton : Diogenos sp 
- 11olluscs : Uytilus edulis 
abou.t 1/8,000 
1/2,000 
1/2,000 to 1/3,000 
l/8,000 
.._ I', 
~ ... 
c) Forei;r..:1 experiE1ent s 
~ - - - -- ~ - - -
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Intorcstin.; studies have been mode in Ne~1 York_ Bey by the 
vloods Hole Oceanographic Institution, l·1asse.chusetts. 
Some of these give the follo.,Ting results of toxicity stud.ies 
' 
"in vitro" on copeiJOcta and p,hytopla.n..lcton gathered close to 
the disch;;..rge e.reai the results c-.re SUF.marised e..s follous 
11The experiment on the development of phytoplcollkton did not 
show any significant effect on the e;rowth of phytoplttnlcton 
for c concentration of 1/10 1 000. 
After 12 deys both the culture in the dilute e:'fluent and 
the reference culture showed an increase in the number of 
cells of tho snme order of magnitude, without any apparent 
ch~go in t~1e diversity of the species. 
The stu.c".ies of chlorophyl r., L:.nd of carbon pc.rticles confirm 
the above resu.l t s. 
Ti1ere does not appeA.r to be an.v effect on the survival of the 
e;;gs or the C::.evelopmcn·t of the copepod 11pneudodiaptomus 
C'Jronatustt in solutions with concentr<-".tions of waste t">Cid of 
10-5 ~~d 10-6 by volume. At these concentrations tho period 
ofCbvelopment from the egg st:-ge to the vdult str.ge in filtered 
and unfiltered effluent 1r1e,s 13 to lfi.- dE";ys·, 11heref'.B the reference 
in sea we:ter (water from the ~voods Hole bridge) indicated 13 
clC~ySo In tlw s:·i'1e e:::.pednent, bd l;ith ;::n -cicl concentr0tion 
of 10-:, t~c ce;Gs dit nod h:--tch, hic;h r;._ort,,.lity of n<':uplii "L-l?.s 
obse:-vcd, or the periqd of ctcvolopr,:cnt frol.l the eee; to the r·.dult 
w2.s lon(fer th<:'.n thr.t observed in the reference s::.-r.plc. _ Ouine 
to the f:"'.at thl:".t the ne..uplii r.nd. the r" .. d.ults d.isplryed, when 
OX:->mined 1 f'.U c.ccumulation of iron on their exo .. skeletons r--.nd 
their c-.ppenclr.ees, filter0d vn:.ste r.cid t'lc.S used in ."'nothor series 
of r-.n~,.lyscs durin(! which the mo:.--t.~lity c.nd development tiwcs in 
eC>.ch of the 10-'! >fr.ste n.cid co:lccn·trdions ~nd in t~1c reference 
concent:r-ation '!'Jere co~pe.re<.l. In tuo of these solutions no copcpod 
reached the ?dul t st 0ge. 
1 
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In the two others the develOIJllent time \ias lengther.ec1. from 
3 to 7 days in comp.~.rison with the ti::!les observed to be 
teken to reach an identice>.l degree of evolution in the 
reference sample from the Wo~de Hole bridge."* 
r 
I 
* rr.:S. 'l'r21llSlatorf B Note : H-ere too, compare this re-translation 
with the English origin!"!l. 
d) Acute toxicity thresholds ____ .,. __ ... ._ .. __ _ 
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It is obviously difficult to draw any fin?l conclusions from 
results of studies carried out on different organisms under 
conditions which are sometimes dissimil2.r; moreover, some 
figures put forward displc,y rel.:·:tively large discrepancies. 
The resuJ.ts t.'..S a whole can, however, be summc:.rised as follows 
- at a dilution of 1/10,000 the effluents display no toxicity 
or inhibition of growth in relation to the phytoplankton 
clements (all the results agree on this point); 
- \·lith reer.rd to zooplenkton, the toxicity thresholct is for 
dilutions of 1/2 1000 to 1/5,000. Hm-1ever, certe.in stnges 
of development are Sehsitive to c.ilutions doNn to 1/100 1000 
(:~~erican experiment); 
- for molluscs tl:e results diverge r:nd, in the worst ce.se, 
give toxicities for a dilution of 1/8 1000; 
- for crustaceens, the toxic dilutions are around 1/2 ,000; 
- lestly, the growth of marine bacte~i~ is normal for a 
dilution of 1/lo,ooo. 
It can therefore be concluded th~t the direct toxicity. effects 
of t.he effluent· only appear b~lott a dilution of 1/10 1000. 
'' 
' ;. 
., 
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3) EstimDte of the clirt::zL.con: ecruEn~cES of. the .~.ischcrres on JU::'I.rine 
fauna and florv (The effect of sludge-type w~ste is exol~ded 
from the calculations) 
It e.ppears th~.t ~ certain proportion of the "bioml",ss" (total 
body of living me.tter) is affected by the direct toxicity of the 
waste products when these ue insufficiently diluted, Part of 
the food stock of the zone in question oan thus be affected. 
It is risky .to attempt to make a precise estimate of the annual 
loss of living matter due to the we.st e products; as has just 
been seen, the toxicit~ thresholds vt~ depending·on the enalyses 
made, and it is also necessary to make essumptions concerning the 
diffusion of tlle waste products, th:e primary .productivity .-of the 
aree,, etc, 
Nevertheless, it is possible to m~e the following eetim~tes 
a) ~2P!~o~i~ Er~~o!iyi!y_i~ !h! ~i!~a!~ ~r!a_(ir!m~~ 
E~~o!i!i!Yl / 
r; The only dC'ta which we possess concerning the zone were 
published by Kondratieva (1970). Primar.y production w~s · 
about 5 mg of carbon per m3 per ~·~¥ e.t the sur·f~ce, in March 
1968. This value~ with those o~ the other statio~s on the 
. 
Ligurian Sea, is one of the highest that the author hs..s been 
able to obtein from the various measurements which he has mede 
throughout the Medd.terrane?.n. It se~ms, however, that 
Kondratieva's results a.re suspect in terms of abso.lute ve.lues. 
It seems more reasonable to a.ooept. the :figure's of I4ine.s (1968) 
relati~ to the Laboratory Bu.oy (42° 47' N,7° 29' E). In 
. . 
these, annual primary production is estimflted a.t 76 g of 
Earbon per m3 (e.ggrega.te production f;r the ~hole depth). 
,, 
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b) ~s!~a!e_of !h= !o~s_of Er!m~ £~d~c!i!i!y_d~e_t~ !h! ~i!e2t 
effect a or the waste products ______ ... _____ ..,. __ 
On the basis of e discharge of 3,000 tonnes of effluents per 
day (or 0bout 2,500 m3 with ~ density of 1.2) it is found that 
the volume necessary to dilute the effluent 101000 times is 
25,000,000 m3. (It wrs not possible to mFke a.llow2nce, in 
this eEltirnrte, for the screening effect of the sludge 
disoh<>.rge.) In view of the f:->.ct thd the:. ho:rizont::.l r:-..tcs 
I 
' t 
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of diffusion rre r~uch l.igher th€.11 t~1e verticd rc..tee, it can 
' be e.aEPlr.led th~.t the thickness of the v0l ume <.>.ffectecl io less 
than 70 m (limit depth of the euphotic zone (1)). If it is 
assumed that in the 0 - 70 m zone prim&ry productivity is 
independ~t of depth ·it will be seen .that, for a depth of 
70 m affected by the discharge, the surface area affected 
by insufficient dilution of the effl~ent is 360 1000 m2 or 
36 hectares. 
· It is necessary to make an e.ssuption here regarding the time 
which the waste p;roducts take to dilute down to the threshold 
of 1/10,000: if we fi..Bsume that in one day the medium reverts 
to norm~.l conditions (a.nd. therefore that the waste products 
of the next day will be discharged into a zone which can be 
rega.rded a.s ~nt e.ct), it can be assumed that throughout the 
year 36 hectares will be ;eerm.J?nentl:x: lost for the production 
of the zone. 
Taking the primary-productivity figure e..dopted in section 3e.}, 
this represents a loss of : 
360,000 x 0. 076 = 27,360 kg of carbon per yea.r. 
If 1 furthermore, it is assumed (figures taken from Riley a.nd 
Skirrow) that 10 grammes of biomass correspond to 1 gramme of 
organic c~rbon, we obtdn a loss of primary productivity 
(phytoplanlcton) of 273,600 kg per year. 
If, lastly, it is assumed that 1000 g of phytoplankton rneke 
possible the growth of 10 g of planktonivorous fish or of 
l gramme of carnivorous fish, this gives an annual loss of 
halieutic resources of the order of several hundreds of 
kilogrammes per year. 
(l) Zone where photosynthesis occurs. A lens- shaped region of high 
productivity is located not fe:r a:Mey from the zone. The depth of 
this would a.ppes.r to be 150-200 m. 
,i 
' 
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The <:!Xgument is based on a number of parameters which are 
difficult to e.ssess and are obviously arbitrary in nature. 
Evon allowing for me.rgin of error of about 10, it will be 
seen the.t the loss of nutritional resources due to the direct 
action of the waste. products is extremely limited. 
It uust be r0called, however, it \vas not possible to t2ke into 
account tl1e role of the waste product discharged; it would 
certainly be ncglit:;ible, in vie1v of the presence of a high-
productivity are~ close to the disch~rge zone. 
Here more than elsewhere the number of assumptions involved 
calls for the greatest cauti~:.. N~erth..:_l.!._ss, the low velue 
of the figures obtained should be noted; it tallieG with the 
results of the observ~tions m"'1Cle 8.-t thE:: site of the disch<1rges 
in Nm-1 York Bny, which lead to the conclusion that the lo~s 
of halieutic resources is negliBible. 
This judgr.tent needs, however, to be qualified by "on the spot" 
observation of the effect of the discharees on local fishing, 
and by discussion - on the follmv-ing pa.[)'CS - of the lon.g-tem 
effect of the w:lZte products dischc,re:ed from the point of view 
of accumulation phenomena. 
I 
i 
i 
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~Ie have already touched upon the import":Jnce from ~. ·pnysico-chemice.l 
point of -view of the introduction of the he:?.\'Y mete.ls co~te.ined ilt the 
effluents. 
~le must ·now exe.mine what 'are the possible bioloeic:--1 consequences, 
of the accumulation of these eler.1ent s e.lone the food chdns. These 
consequences can be studied in two weys : 
- the first consists of the reproduction, in vi-tro, of phonomem·. 
of chronic poisoning; 
- the second., more promising wey consists of on-the-spot obsel"V'c-.tion 
of the content of undesirable clements in a.nime.ls fished or 
ga.therod in the ceographica.l area of the discharses in order to 
draw co1~clusiono cs to the dangers ents,iled by their ingestion. 
This approach must allow for th~ extreme variability of the 
results obtained and be bfi.Sed on a sufficiently large number of 
analyses to bring out clearly the effect of the we.ste products 
themselves. 
It would seem useful first of all to rec&ll some data concerning 
the phenomenc-. of concentration of the elements encountered in the 
effluents. 
l) The "ndur~l" n.ccumula.tion ;processes 
~;.) The different contents observed in the ne.tural medium 
--~~-~----~-~--~~---------~ 
J.s has been emphe-,sisod elsewhere, titanium, chromium, vanadium 
~nd cc.dmium are naturFlly present in se~. w~.ter, in extremely 
sm~.11 pro port ions. 
The n~.tural traces of these elements Ell'e concentrated by certain 
orea.nisms. 
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Thus the following contents hrve been observed in New Ze~lond 
bihR1vc organisms (Brooks and Rumsby, 1965, quoted by Horne). 
Averaee content in ppm {ue;/ gramme) dry weight 
---------------------------------------·--------------------------
Scallop Oyster Ifussel 
Iron 2,915 680 1,960 
Chromiu'l1 10 3 16 
Vrnad.ium 9 3 5 
CB.dmium 250 35 10 
::Jimilarly the following proportionr;; are found in the flesh of 
cert o.in f.l.?,rine organisms ( ISTP![ figures quoted in the GIPI.l 
report, 1S73 ). 
£.<2..~ ent.E_ in p~ { uElgJ.'a.mme} dr~~atter . • 
Chromi u.m fish 0.02 to 1 
Cadmium fish 0.15 to 3 
n.lgao: 0. 0006. 
Date concerning the content of titenium, venadium ~nd ~luminium 
in marine organisms ar~ more r2.rely found • 
. 
Informr-..tion from C.E.R.B.O.l-1. men·iiions that : 
"in the specialised literature it is e..ssumed that for no.n-polluted 
fish, titcnium and v~nadium are not detectable; with ree~rd to 
aluminium, the averaee proportio~s u-e of the order of 10-6 gf g 
dry \vei[;ht of fish". 
b) Toxicity of these different elements for human beings 
-------------~-----------------.----
The acccptablG doses in foodstuffs ~ro : 
1 mg/1-:.g of fish 
5 mg/kg in 1.1olluscs 
0.1 mg/k.e: in cort<:.in foodstuffs for chronium. 
I 
l' 
l 
~ 
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lrlith reg:lrd to titanium end van~dium, there do not appe<-.r to be 
any national or international stt·ndm'<is of toxicity. Ft..:trthermoro, 
there arc no results·to be found of work concerning the·toxicity 
of these two elements, which up to now h~ve not been tho subject 
of macy- public~.tions •. · 
Profesoor BRISON mentions, in ~ letter addressed to the CIESI11 and 
passed to us by the Chaiman· of the "Campaign against ::aarine 
pollution" Committee· of that international organisetion : 
"Titaniur.1 sa-lts are in themselves he:rmless, since they are insoluble, 
\>lith ~- fe\'l exceptions (bromides, chlorides, fluorides, iodides ••• ). 
The soluble BElts are very uru>tablc and r?.pidly decompose in the 
atmosphere. In the pux·e stde, BOLle of th.em tre regarded e,s 
irritents 1 but this h~.s nothing to do with the present subject. 
The most recent trcl?.tises on toxicoloBY st~te that no c~,sc of 
poisoninc br titanium or its S~?.lts is lmm..rn. · Titanium oxide is, 
as everyono knows, widely used for ther:-.peutic purpooes. It is 
~inistered in very hea\Jr doses, severf.l tens of gramL1es per dry. 
Coirre titc-.nium contains 9 g of titaniurJ anhydride per 10 grammes 
1?.1ld 2 to 3 doses per day, i.e. 30 6l'8lll<iles 1 are absorbed. 
"Eismutita.ne" cont3.ins 7. 4 grammcs of titwum C'.rihydride and 2.5 
grammec of bismuth sub-nitrate per 10 ~.mmes; here co,ga.in one 
or two doses are taken per dey, m~l:int; about 20 gr?mmes. For 
L~ p~ I use these products c lot ruld make up many prescriptions 
for t!lem. 
Tit~.nium oxide is included in the composition of many ointments, 
the best known being ''Meta.tita.ne". The sulphate mentioned (in 
·• 
•• 
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the letter from Mr. PAOLErT! (1)) is both insoluble and unstrble, 
and the. ent.',lyses presented in the Itc-1ian pt'.pers show that it hcs 
a high content of H2S04 ~nd iron sulphate, but obviously the 
sulphuric ucid io iiilllledia.tely diluted e.nd neutralised uhen it 
reaches the receiving se:. 'IIr,tcrJ' 
However, a document provided by CEHBOII mentions that 
"Russic.m lvorks have shown thr,t ingestion of titanillil (TiC13) in 
the orgcnism of rabbits (2 mg/kg) lec1 .. ::~_fter a ccrto.in period (129 
C.ays) to ccrt<?,in P.Ietabolic disturbances. Other disturbances are 
prod.uced by the ineostion of 0. 05 ng/kr; of TiC13. In the same 
document nttcntion is dra.\'ln to met::-bolic disturb~ncos resultine 
from excessive ingestion of v::me..d.ium. 11 
2) Studies of ~ulation and ind:.us:.e_cl_ to~d.c.it_x carriecl.2._ut in l;;Jboratories 
a) Report of the I.S. T. P.IIi. 
----------~---
!:..t the d2..te of publicdion of the first report of tho I.S.T.P.I-i. 
(Fob~u~~J) 1 only one short experiment on concentr~xion phenomena. 
had been performed; the ~inm.ls survi-,rinJ n.fter four dc..ys in the 
effluents of different concentrntions end the reference animels 
displcycd no detectable differences in their content of iron and 
cct.d.Lli um. 
A much longer invef"ltigdion (schcdulccl to extend over 3 to 4 months) 
is in p~'Oc-ress: Arteni~. Salina '-rill be grown frol!l cl.ifl-tom cultures 
in an effluent diluted to 1/5000, e.nd the Artcmia So.linc will itself 
(1) An expert of the Itali -m scientific COI&lission. 
!• -I /•, ,- ., .. a~, 
t ., f I I ...... ,•. , 
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be used to feed shrimps and also fish. The l"esults of this 
study will bo known in June. 
b) Rcsul "t s :fror: CDRBO~-! _______ .. _.,._ 
CERBOU succeeded in moz-surine; the pheno;,.1on~-. of induced concentr·tion 
by reconstitutine in tho l"'bor<.>tory four mnjor a.lir.1entr-.ry chdns of 
the cce;.;-n environment: the mot:.1od cmployocl consists of b).'eodine 
the elements of ~he four chains in t:->nk::> contt.ininc V!"'_,ri:-ble dilu-
tions of the effluents. Ee.ch r.lir'lont~"ry st~~ vrhich h;>,s thus 
possibly e:.ccur11ul:?ted the undesirrble subst .-·noes from the _tiaste 
rw.tter serves c:.s food for tho hichcr e.t:lc_,c-e, uhicn itself is plr1.cecl. 
in c. clib.te solution of the effluent. L"stly the effect of tho 
conccntrt'.tion phonol:i'.ento. on tho finr.l consur.er (oouse) in tested. 
The rol;Jults roporteeL by CERBo:_ are r.s follot-:s : 
111) Neritic crustrcoa.n chein, consistine of micro-oreanisms, 
molluscs, shrimps (e::::posur~ to poisoninc for 2 weeks for e~,ch 
of the 00,ilponcnts): 
- The polluscs (mussels) hrd titanium contents r~einc from 
2 to 4 --.:J.f"/C and Vc:>.n<-.diutl contents r~.npin;S' frOTrl 0.5 to 1 ue/et 
t>"horc<>.S tho rcfcre11ce samples h::d titc-11ium contents bcloli the 
detection limit and vrnc.'itiUI:l contents of :.'rou.na 0.1 u~le, the 
conccntrrtion factor bcine; 6 to 13 for tit~niu:1 and 80 to 170 
for v:mc>-9-ium, in comprrison ~ritl: the. contents of the tcst~d 
polluted \"later •. 
-the cruste.cc;o;.ns (shri.'!ps) hrc1 contents of 5 to 7.5 udf: of 
tit<'nium cmd 2. 6 to 2. 9 uc/c of v--nadiur.:, 1.-:heroas the reference 
sronplcs showed no c'tetcct::-blc content of tit~niur.1 <.nd contents 
of 0.5 ue/ c for ~:-~n<'dium, tho concentrctiori in coFp:::.rison with 
the tested w0ter beinr.; Hi to 25 for titr'nium ~nd t.;,3o to 45·0 for 
van· dit:rJ. (The doeroo of cliluticm of tho effluent w:: s 
1/50,000.) 
'I, 
.... 
• 
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2) Benthic chdn consistine of micro-o:~s;:-nicms, annelid~ and 
fish uhich hrd lived in a t<:nl:: in c 1/50,000 dilution of 
the effl1\ont for one vwck in the ce.se of the micro-ore;~nisms 
end annelid~ and for tl-m nonths in the ce.sc of the fish: 
- The Cl1nelid.:-. contained from 25 to 65 Uf") e of titn.nium cmd. 
fro!ll 1.5 to 19.5 ud e of vn.na.C.it,;,1, 111horcc-s tho contents of 
tho reference scmples wore respecti ';ely 1 ud e of tit animn end 
en undetectable proportion for v~nndium. The concentr~tion 
factor l'anees betueen 400 and 1,000 for tite.nium and between 
1,250 and 2,500 for vanadium in coope.rison Hith the contents 
of these metals in tho tester. uater saraples. 
-Tho benthic fioh (ble:nnios) contrincd fron 0.3 to 0,6 ue/e-
uet uatter - of titc.nium C'.ncl. bctv10en 0.5 anc1. 1.1 ue/c of 
va.:.1c"Alium 9 \thile the refcror.co :;;<'mplcs' contents were below 
tho d.etcctr,blo liuit :.':'or titrniw.1 .::ncl J.3 udc: for ve.nad.ium, 
so th2.t the concentration factors in comparison l·Tit!1 the 
polluted water t>~ere 5 to 10 for titenium and l).OO to 600 for 
vancrliurn. 
3) Pelr£,"ic chain compooeC::. of phytoplc.nJ::ton, zooph.nl~on (exposure 
to poi .Jon for a period of 8 clcys) and. fish (exposure for 15 
d.&,ys). Dilution tested : 1/lo,ooo. 
Titanium co11tonts rc-.ne;ine from 6 to 16 urd e uet matt or, and 
contents of 1.5 ur:;/ e of van."\diun uoro observcc1 in fish, whereas 
tho reference t:~c>r:>ples showed no detectable content of either 
t it~mium or v:::"no..clium, the concentration r&.tioa bcin.z of the 
order of 20 to 55 for titr11it1r.1 ru1u <.round 250 for '\:·c:ntf..iut~ i11 
cor.1p~rison tdth tho concentration of these metals in the tested 
vll\tor." 
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4) Neri~ic mollusc oh2in ________ ....._......._ . .._...,. 
Tho conceutrdic,ns observed r..re 110t included in the results 
rc:portod. 
Tho results obtf'.ined. at CERBO!.I thus. confirm thoao nen-tioned. 
in sub-section II•l) ti'ith ·roe('l.td to the possibility of 
a.ccumult~.tion of von=rlium ll.nd tit:.:·ldu.'ll. 
On the other h<>..nd, no ind.ic::.tion \-ta.s eiven by this ore:c.:n.J.srttl.on 
conc.ernine; the possi'!Jle £>,ccumulc-.tion factor£> of chromivm a.nd 
cadmium. 
B. \'lith rcet..rcl. to the inctucect toxicities observed in vitro, ;;.t should 
be 1-..otod tl1~:t no phenomenon of this l:iru.".. wr.s *'unl'. dt:rin~ c:::m:soH' a 
experiments; while tho same oxporin:.onts pcrfomod on other 
ind.ustri~l efriuents (effluents of pi.l.pcr mills en\! of ceraraics 
fo.ctories) had. in fL"ct led to the de ~tl1 of the fbtd consumers 
(mice), no nort::Uity Has found E'.t this stree by C'illRBOI11 which 
concludes: 
11Uo acute ·~oxicity \-las found n.t t~10 level of t:1c f'inc.l consumer 
(!.:f'tcr tho succoiilsive consut1ption of the last st~cs of thu four 
mc.rino trophodynemic cl':ains." Tho s~e docurr.ent otr..tes, however: 
11 clthot·.a}l, in tho modiur,: tern, there were no ldh~l na.ni:feata.tions 
in tho l::.nd-b~.sed concumer, ~~ouledeo of the lo~-e-torm effecta 
of certain of its constituents docs not exclude tho possibility 
of Cl.olE'~ed pc>,tholoeical fll<'l.nifostr-:tions". 
3) Q.b2_ervr:t~.sm of t,he hce:'i.';i:~<iL92.!ltcE.~s of tho Itlerino orJlM.isms 
~~ cd i.l~ t]l.,£..s!!,.s..£l.~~~ .:::!2£:.• 
\fe do not at P;'asont hc,vc m<',ey results of this l::ind. Only CERBOH 
reports on -'.;tfo series of anE'.lyscs: the first conccrnc fish provided 
by the Veterinc:.ry Sor\tioos Depl'\rtmcnt of the AjP.ooio Prcfeoture (tho 
ple..ce lfhero they \'Jere oaucht is 11ot stc.tod); tho second concerna 
.' ~ .. 
l. 
ll 
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fish sent by B<'stia fishermen as h~wine been ccueht north of Cap Corse. 
CERilOli ret1~.rko in this co:nnection that it c1ic1 not itseLf c-..rrcncc for 
these t\'10 s:-mples to be t2..l:.:en, which mey introduce arlcfncts. 
The results of these an:?J.yscs e..re r..s follm·;s : 
FISH SUPPLIED BY THE '\/ETER!NARY SJJRVICES DEP l.RTIIEIIT Oli' THE 
llJ ACCIO PICFn;CTURm 
Samples ',:anadi uro Aluminium 
-----~--------·-........._. _ __...,__,..._ ___ ,. ___ .. _ _... ...... ---·-·------
Sea bass 
Ji1USC1C 
in"!; est inc 
liver 
hcl'Ll 
N.D. 
N.D. 
N.D. 
N.D. 
N.D. 
N.D. 
H.D. 
1.33 
1.35 
6.35 
5/.36 
6.30 
____ _....,.._ ___ -----· -----·-.....-------------------- .__.._._..,._.......... 
Dca-brcom 
muscle 
intestine 
liver 
hoed 
N.D. 
n.D. 
N.D. 
N.D. 
E.D. 1.24 
2.47 s~.s7 
lJ.D. 7'.46 
1.93 $.90 
-----------~-----------------~-----..-......- .. -----
l:'usclc 
i:1t est i:1e 
1ive:-
hc0.Cl 
N.D. 
N~oD. 
N.D. 
N.D • 
IT.D. 1.39 
1.63 2.45 
ti.D. 14.92 
2.06 6.18 
......,_,....._._., _____________ ~ ______ _....,. __ .,..._ ... ---.--··-..----....---~-
FISH PROVJJ)J.;D BY B.A$TIA F!Sncm:nT .t:S HAVING :SD! CA0GHT 
NOTITH OF Ci'J' C0:1SE 
_ _.._ ________ ...,_....__ _____________ ,..._ ________ -------
Sonplcs Tit~·.niu;n Vann.c.lium Al m:'linil:tu 
_____ ....._. ____ _..__._. _ _...,...., ____ ~---.... ------........___.. ______________ .. _.....,. __ 
wuscle 
intestine 
eills 
H.D. 
N.D. 
N.D. 
N.D. 
li.D. 
N.D. 
, 7'i 
...... .,! 
1.44 
4.94 
---------------......-.-----------~-----------
S\"zo:rd-fish musc1e 110 
--..-----.....--~-··-----------~------· ---·-·•·~._ ____ r___....,....,._,.._ 
Octopus tonta.clc 8.45 N.D. 
-~----·------.......,_...... .. _......._._ __ ---...... --···---------·-----·---
N.D. = not dctcctabla. 
'• 
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It uill bo noted thr.t titClrl.ut1 is not detectt>blc in most of the 
er:.mples, except for tho sword-fish muscle C:'.lld the octopus tonteclo. 
On the other. hand, 1r1hile a.ll the oc.lible prrl s of the cnima.ls (except 
for the sword-fish) contr.dn no V!'JlE.dhu:1, rclF::.tively hie;l1 contents of 
this element e.rc fo1.md in tho viscera r-.nd heros. 
These first results m~ ~ppeal~ sienific~. It is extrcocly difficult, 
however, to drr.w r.;;ay clcfinitive conclusions from them. 
A certain nur..,bor of points l~equire r::Ol'C thoroue;t. considcrt-..tion: 
1) The litcraturo rrsely contdno conte1.1ts by ore;?ns but rc:ther. f:'.vcr~ 
contents fo1• e~ch ore;~.niem: the p;-oportions of va.nr:-dium e.nd titanium 
to be consic.lcred for o. compc-rison uith other results should the1•eforo 
be corrected by ~vcraeine the ·results found in the viscera and herds 
. . 
\iith those for the muscles of tho fish. 
2) lioroover, it is rcther difficul~v to expldn the hicl~ aluminium 
con~ents fo1md in the different orc~1isusi there is usually little 
infonnrvtion available on the concentration fr..ctors of t}l.is elenent, 
nhieh incidcntrlly docs not ~ppe~.r in very lt.ree qtumtitios in the 
cffl ue11t S., 
3) As hr..s o.lrcady been cmphr~.sise<l, ther_o is .at present o short?ee of. 
overall d.ata on the r>.ctual toxicities of titr-..nium rnd vt.n?dium. 
It uould therefore be useful, ao a first sta.ee, to examine the 
· proportion·o of CEJ.dlai'Ur:l and chromiUin cont~,ined in mo.rine orenniomo, 
as tho contents of these elecents hs,vo alrca.tl.y been the Frllbjcct of 
c1.etcllcd iiwestiee:tions locdin..;~ to the establishment of stc.nda-..'ds; 
knovilodgo of the contents of tit~.nium c-.nd. V?llEtd.im, t-rhilG 
interostine in itself, does not at pl~osent enable one to ostimc'.te 
the possible de-nr:;ers of oonsur.'lption of o::-.rine. p:ro0.uots, Oli'ine to 
tho lack of reference data on the pl~oportions oontoincc.l in c.niriH'',lS 
collected in unpolluted areas of th,o I:toditcrrrnaru'l. 
l 
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Ii.B. F\1.rther results licre repor-ted by CER:BO:l! in a COIDLltmicdion 
clc.tcd lOth April 1~73 • 
• • • "1mt, furthcraorc, c,t the request of the Veterinary Services 
Dcp<:>J:"tr:v;,nt of the Prefecture of Corsica, uc have c€'.rricd out ;;., 
soricfl of mc::-.suremcnts on fizh c::meht off Co1·sica l'I~lich have 
been sent to us rc_,;ul~rly for the lr.st feu weeks. These n;-r.lplcs 
cn;·.blcd us to find. avcro.ec vdncs of 0.112 titC'I.niun~, 0.51 for 
van...'"'.dituJ n.nd C. 40 for mercury (nicroc..T:-..nuac/ cr~Lunc - tmt woicht). 
This study is in pror.:rcss C?.t present. He ohdl :.:cop you i:i.tfore.cd 
of the results obtained sub:Jequently. 
The follO\tin.'! two points !7\cy be noted : 
1) The ti-!;rniUl:I contents r.re hir_:::1er thrn provioucly, ,,rhilc the 
V~".nncUUL~ contents, prcsc:.1tetl r.s f'.VCl'~'!C "v::'.lues, oorrcspor.d. to 
tho precious vnlucs. 
2) The ncrcul--y contents, altho'.lOl hic:h, J.~emf,in belOi-T the 3.cccptP-~.blc 
thresholds. In •JicH of the f--_ct tlu=,t there hrs nove:.~ up to nmi 
been ~:ny repor-t of the p:..•escnoc of r,1orcur-.1 in tho effluents, it 
:t.ppcarn c.lifficult at prcs~mt to link tho contents observed rlith 
the It0J.ian discl12.recs." 
r 
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The t:me.lysis of tho scientific tll'ld biblior;r~pllica.l dr.:ta compiled in 
. en effort to etin r. clcE~.rer idea of the clct dls nnd cffoct_o of the 
tiQ.S'tc products, dischrreed by tho llontcdioon corap~ enables us to 
draw some conclusions. 
The indtu3trie.l uo.!:lte products in the sec. displcy t.'!.n apprccitble 
direct to:dci ty duo to their acidity end thei::- iron content, 
l·rhioh couscs, in the ifcl:e o-! the dischr.rcrinG vessel, i. o. in a 
limited volur.1o of uo.ter, tho dis::-.ppcarr..ncc of tho species uhicJh 
are un~ble to floe or uhich cP.nnot 1-rithstand 1/lo.ooo dilutions 
of the effluent in the no<li-...un (this boinc the thro!3hold vr-.luo 
obtained for prclonecd stc.ys); plE'.nkton :i.s probC".bly tho main 
victin of thie: aoc"-c of poisoni:tc, fl1thouc;h tho eatim:-tc of the 
qua.ntitica per dey ~£footed by t:lo \·rasto products results in 
low ve.lues 1'1hen ooE'..su:rod in the Lieuri;-ri Se£:.. 
. 
It has not so f:-.r been possible to t1ouonstrntc the residu<>.l 
toxicity of those \'laote products, i. c. the l:r>.rr.1fulnosa which 
mey result in tho loJ."l8 run from the sy8tom."'..tic introduc·Hon 
into the mediutl of the hoP.vy netr..ls which they corr'lirill. 
Chemical r.nclysis of tho w!\Ste ·products ~1e.a s11own that they 
did in fact cont dn sm-:-.11 proportions of rcsiduDl toxic 
substances. The studies carried o"J.t in vitl'O h:wo enablccl 
the possibility of o.ccU!ilulation of those substMces alone the 
alimontr.ry chcin to be domonstl'ttod. Furthcmoro, the presence 
of residucl clements ill certain fish ttl:on from the diacharec 
a.roc would appo~r to confinn thiG obsorvdiun, a.lthou@l 
responsibility for tho presence of thoso subst~ces in the 
anim£1ls collected c:-.nnot \(ith o..bsoluto cerlv.inty be attributed 
to MontediGon~waste products. It should moreover be recalled 
the.t it hns not bCOll possible to date to provo the chronic 
toxicity of tho subste.nces contr.incc. in IIontodison's inctustrial 
t.z:o..ste products oven in tho le:boratory. 
. ... 
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Oric;.: F 
Hol"lCYer, in vict'l of tho :1bscncc of clofinitc conclusions on tl1is 
poi:1t, vicile.11cc is c:-.llcd fol' until such tine as the 
o:;:-e,onisc.:tions uhich arc a.t present still cnc;aecd in lcn{';-tona 
· cxpcrhlent s m~l~o knovm their :&."'csul t s. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The production capacity of titaniU@ dioxyde factories in Europe of the Nine 
is 840.000 tonnes per year (tpa). This represents 39% of world capacity 
(2 175 000 tpn) and is divided up as follows : 
741 000 tpa (88%) for the sulphate process 
99 000 tpa (12%) for the clorine process. 
~ 
' f Facotring discharging into the Channel or the North Sea account for 727 000 tpa l 
(87%) and factories discharging into the Mediterranean account for 50 000 
tpa (6%). Two factories (63 000 tpa, or 7%) treat their waste on land. 
At present, discharge levels are as follows : 
(1) in the North Sea and the Channel, either in estuaries or on the open 
sea : 
4 .100 t/d~ so4H2 eXpressed as 100% concentration 
3 000 t/da,y Feso4.7H2o {ferrous sulphate) 
1 300 t/day Feso4 discharged with the "acid waters" (so4H2) 
(2) in the Mediterranean : 
335 t/day so4H2 expressed as 100% concentration in the 
form of neutralized products (2 6oO t/da,y) 
580 t/day Fe SO 4 7H2o are at present stored on land. 
A whole series of ecological pollution monitoring campaigns have been 
carried out in the actual discharge areas i these campaigns have been 
investigated by the national authorities or sometimes by the manufacturers 
themselves. 
It is clear from an analysis of the results of these controls that waste 
from the Ti02 industry is potentially or actually harmful. These adverse 
effects on the marine enviroment are due above all to acidity, the presenoe 
of ferrous sulphate and probably other metals (heavy metals). 
J 
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The effects in question can take the following various forms, depending 
on the method and place of· dumping : · · 
(i) roduced oxygenation .a.nd pH of the water and increased concentration of 
Fo and heavy metals i 
(2) {a) temporary shortage of yh~ zooplankton biomass and induceQent of 
effects leading to a deterioration of the morphological structure 
of its components ; 
(b) repulsion and loss of some species of fish ; · 
(o) reduction· or the biomass, production and specific diversity of 
benthic and/or nectobenthi~ biocenoses in the discharge area. In 
more severe oases, a11 animal life mey disappear r 
(j) change in the colour, transparency and turbidity of the water and 
temporary reduction of photos3~theses, of the phytoplankton and of 
primary production, particularly in the ease of surface dumping. The 
seabed becomes covered with iron oxides and the oxides of other 
metals where the dumping is carried out in estuaries and in shallow 
water i 
(4) on the other hand,. there is no evidence of any toxic effects on man 
from the consumption of species of fish caught in tho discharge areas. 
Part 1 of this report contains a.n inventory of the waste from· the production 
of Ti02. The~e wastes have been classified into four major categories cor-
responding to the waste products discharged by factories at different 
st~es of producti.on. These categories are : 
1. insoluble matter remaining after filtration 
2. "copperas" {ferrous sulPhate) 
3. strong acids 
4. weak acids or treak liquors. 
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It would seem fair to suggest that industries in this sector should, 
within certain reasonable time limits : 
a) store on land the insoluble matter remaining after filtration 
b) make certain reductions in the total pollutinn (either 3o%, 7o% or 95%). 
These reductions are based on perfectly feasible techniques. For plants 
using Ilmenite for example, a reduction of 
30% would mean that the ferrous sulphate has been treated, 
7o% that the ferrous sulphate a.nd the strong acids had been treated, and 
95% that the ferrous sulphate, strong acids and the bulk of the weak acids 
had "JeGn treated. 
The report is also considered how and at what price this waste could be dispo-
sed of either by conversion or recycling (see p. 28 and following). 
It should be ~orne in mind that the processing cost values date back to 
the end of 197 3 and the beginning of 197 4 and must be updated to take 
account of changes in the economic situation. A study on this is being 
carried out i however, the figures given in the report remain va~id fur 
the purpose of assessing the high cost of treatment in relation to pro-
duction costs and for oomparing the various solutions proposed. 
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